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This report is concernedwith all aspects ofthe inter-
face between managers and information systems.Its
main purposeis to explain the nature and significance
of recent advancesin the technology for presenting
information to managers. The report provides prac-
tical guidelines for applying the most relevant infor-
mation presentation tools and techniquesin a cost-
effective manner.
Weconclude that decision makers in large organisa-
tions require a different form of information systems
support than has beenprovided bytraditional data
processing applications. In particular, business
graphics is becoming an increasingly important ele-
ment in presenting management information.

The report was researched and written by:
Jim O☂Connor, a senior consultant with Butler Cox
specialising in all aspects of information systems
management. His backgroundincludes positions in
systems and data processing managementboth in
the United Kingdom and the United States.
David Seabrook, a senior consultant with extensive
experience of applying systems technology in com-
mercial applications. He has been involved in the
supervision of numerous Foundation Reports, cover-
ing many aspects of information technology.
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Most organisations would accept that computer
systems are powerful information processingtools,
but that they fall far short of what might be achieved
in directly conveying to senior managersthe infor-
mation that they need. Computerprintouts tend to
contain too muchdata;visualdisplay terminals tend
to be unfriendly to use ♥ and in any case maynot
give accessto the information that is really needed.
As aresult, senior managers look elsewherefor the
information on whichto basetheir decisions, and/or
depend on subordinates to summarise the computer
output for them.
But in 1984, it is possible to do better than that.
Organisations should aim to produce information
that matches the manager☂s needs, and to present
it in a way that matches his way of thinking. If this
is achieved, the managerwill absorb and retain the
optimum information for his task.
At present, most managers are deluged with data,
but receive too little meaningful information. The
distinction is important, and we would argue that
most of today☂s ☁information systems☂ are in fact
data systems. What the manager needsis up-to-date
☁core☂ information, representing his key business
indicators. What he normally gets is a mass of detail
which maywell be out of date. One way of meeting
the needsis to allow managersto set up their own
special decision-support databases, and to provide
them with access to databases or informal (unfor-
matted) information sources.
To provide genuinely useful information for mana-
gers, system designers need to understand the
humancognitive process ♥ how people absorb data
and transform it into information. As Chapter 1 of
the report makes clear, one key aspectofthis is the
importance of graphical images. The human mind
is very good at recognising patterns, and changes
in patterns. Another key aspectis that the informa-
tion presented must be relevant and meaningful.

In matching the manager☂s needs and wayof think-
ing through the use of graphics, a numberof ergo-
nomic factors assumegreat importance. Characters
and messages presented on display screens must
be legible; colour can be a powerful aid but mustnot
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be used indiscriminately; response times should
preferably be short, but above all should be consis-
tent and appropriate to the user; and human
psychology should be borne in mind whendrafting
the system messagesthat are intended to help the
user in cases of error or uncertainty.
The design of screen layouts also is important. Poor
screen layouts will reduce productivity and may
deter managers from using the system at all. The
report (Chapter 2) describes the five main types of
layout: data-entry screens, enquiry screens, interac-
tive screens, menu screens, and multi-window
screens.The latter represents a powerful technique
whichis likely to be adopted widely as the technology
advances.
A crucial element in determining the success of an
information system is the man-machine dialogue.In-
deed, to most users, the dialogue is the system.
Experienced, frequent users of the system will res-
pondbest to onetype of dialogue; inexperienced, in-
frequent users to another. The more experience a
user has with a system, the moreheislikely to favour
a dialogue whichhe, rather than the system, controls.
Thus an ideal man-machine dialogue would enable
users to choose the degree to which they control the
dialogue.
There are four possible modes of dialogue: direct,
menu, form-filling and natural language. These are
described in the report (Chapter 3). Direct-mode
dialogues are suitable for trained and experienced
users, while menussuit the novice or infrequent user.
Form-filling is appropriate for all types of users, while
natural-language dialogue (involving a human-like
conversation) is not yet a generally available option.
Chapter 3 also provides design guidelines for man-
machine dialogues.
Computer graphics, long accepted in science and
engineering, is now moving firmly into commercial
applications. Business computer graphics software
packages werefirst developed for use on mainframe
computers, but are now available also for minicom-
puters and for microcomputers (a particularly fast-
growing market). Chapter4 of the reportlists available
packages, their characteristics and the applications
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to which they are suited, together with a discussion
of graphic terminals and an assessment of their
features.
Experience has shownthatthe initial response of a
potential user community to the prospect of using
business computer graphics tendsto be limited, but
that the usage grows at a compound rate once a
system is introduced. To date, most successful im-
plementations have been mainframe-based, but the
situation is changing as powerful new minicomputer
and microcomputerfacilities become available. The
case studies in Chapter 5 relate the experiences of
specific companies.

Trendsin the technology that is supporting the swing
to business graphics show a numberof significant
changes onthe horizon, though the present domina-
tion of the cathode ray tube for display devicesis
likely to continue for the next five to ten years. Col-
our displays will become the norm, resolution will im-
prove,andthe display deviceswill incorporate greater
processing power.
Dot-matrix printers will increasingly take over from
medium-speedline printers and daisy wheelprinters,
and will be used for graphics printing. Where higher
printing speeds are required, and where complex im-
ages have to be formed,laser printing will be the

dominant technology.In addition, small laser printers
are emerging into the marketplace. The new tech-
nology of ion-depositionprinting could makea signifi-
cant impact in the future.

Graphics software technology developmentis likelyto be directed towards four main areas: easeofuse,greater device intelligence, integration with existing
databases, and adherenceto graphics software stan-dards. Natural-language dialogue, voice input andresponse and more portable graphics software areamong the expected innovations (Chapter6).

Ourresearch has confirmedthat decision makersinlarge organisations need new formsof informationsystems support. Senior corporate staff are not pre-pared to invest

a

lot of time and effort in learningaboutandusing systemsthat produce a massof datathatis irrelevant to their needs. Hence the active in-terest in harnessing the available technology to pro-duce genuinely user-friendly, understandable, conver-sational and relevant systemsthat can presentinfor-mation to managerspainlessly and effectively. Suc-cess in designing such systemswill demand a know-ledge of the human cognitive process and an appre-ciation of the needsofindividual user communities,as well as a firm grasp of the technologies that areavailable.
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Computer systems are good at presenting large
volumes of data either as printouts or on visual
display terminals. For many years now,clericalstaff
have used data in these formsasan integral part of
their jobs, and there is now a well-documentedhis-
tory of the problems that can be created atthe inter-
face between people andtheir information systems.
The Butler Cox Foundation has previously addressed
these issues in Foundation Report No. 20, published
in August 1980.
Since then, the use of information technology has
been transformed by new products andservices.In
particular, far more people at senior levelsin organ-
isations now have access to some form of computing,
either in the form of a terminallinked to a corporate
computeror, increasingly, a dedicated personal com-
puter. The challenge today is how to use information
technology to provide these senior people with the
managementinformation they really need in a form
that makes it easy for them to assimilate.
This report is concerned with all aspectsof the inter-
face between managersand information systems.Its
primary purpose is to explain the nature, and
significance, of recent advancesin the techniques
for presenting information to managers.

Structure of the report
The report begins by identifying the information needs
of corporate decision makers, and showsthat these
needs cannot be metfully by conventional data pro-
cessing systems.Information presented to managers
(or to staff at any other levelin the organisation) can
be effective onlyif it can be easily assimilated by the
humanbrain. This aspect has been largely neglected
by system designers; in Chapter 1, we provide the
basis for a better understanding of the human cog-
nitive process.

The report next discusses the key ergonomic issues
relating to the presentation of management informa-
tion, and gives guidelines on character legibility, the
use of colour, response times, system messages and
screen layouts. Chapter3 then providesspecific ad-
vice and guidance on the design of man-machine
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dialogues. This topic is particularly important
because,as far as non-computerspecialists are con-
cerned, the dialogue is the system.
The discussion in Chapter 1 showsthat the mostef-
ficient and effective method of communicating with
peopleinvolves the use of graphical images. Chap-
ter 4 therefore concentrates on recent developments
in the field of business computer graphics, and
Chapter5 presents, as casehistories, the practical
experience of five organisations.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the report highlights the key
trends in presentation technology and techniques.

Research methodology
The research forthis report was carried out during
the third and fourth quarters of 1983. First, the
available literature was thoroughly reviewed, and a
wealth of information was obtained from research
reports and periodicals. The research papers speci-
fically mentionedin the body of the report are listed
on page 43, and a comprehensivebibliography, ar-
rangedby subjectarea,is listed on pages 44 and 45.
During the second phaseof the research, interviews
were conducted in Western Europe and the United
States with a representative sample of user organisa-
tions and suppliers.
The information gathered duringthe first two phases
of the research was then augmentedbyparticipation
in public seminars led by experts in the field of
business computer graphics.

Intended readership of the report
The report is intended for managementservicesplan-
ners and executives, for users of managementinfor-
mation and for product and system designers. The
aim of the report is to provide each of these groups
of readers with practical guidelines for applying the
most relevant information presentation tools and
techniques in a cost-effective manner.

iii



CHAPTER1

MANAGERS☂ INFORMATION NEEDS

Asurvey of chief executive officers in ☁Fortune 500☂
companies carried out in 1981 showedthat these
senior managers rated their computer-based cor-
porate information systems last among the major
sourcesof information available to them for decision-
making. It is widely known that many senior mana-
gers rarely use printed computeroutput, and rarely
access business data via a display screen.This is
not usually because senior managers are keyboard
shy. Many of them have used computer outputs and
computer terminals bothin their university educa-
tion and in other training arenas. Rather they find
that computeroutputs contain either too much data,
or data that is poorly structured and incomplete for
their decision-making purposes. So they prefer to
work from summaries provided by their subordin-
ates.

Various sources have estimated that between 75 and
90 per cent ofall of the data presentedto the users
of computer-based information systems is either
ignored or presentedin an inconvenient form. Users
are swamped by data provided (usually at great ex-
pense) by the corporate information system, and yet
theystill have to supplement the data with informa-
tion from other sources. This additional ☁informal☂ in-
formation helps them to focus quickly on and inter-
pret that part of the computer-generated output that
is specific to their immediate needs. Paradoxically,
the growthof data available from computer systems
has led to a growth in demandfor other typesof infor-
mation from other sourcesas well. If information pro-
cessing systemsare to provide really effective sup-
port for decision makers, a new approachis required
to the whole area of presenting information to mana-
gers.

The wayto overcomethe problem is to provide mana-
gers with less data, not with more. Research has
shownthat, in general, 80 per cent of business deci-
sions can be made with accessto only 20 per cent
of the available data. Information processing systems
should therefore be geared to providing this ☁core☂
data for use by decision makers. The aim is to mini-
mise the amountof data being presented, whilst max-
imising the information content.

The Butler Cox Foundation
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DATA AND INFORMATION
Wehave usedthe terms ☁☁data☂☝☂ and ☜☁information☂☂
in apparently interchangeable ways. Before pro-
ceeding further, we should define what we mean by
these terms as used in this report. The fundamental
conceptis that information systems present data for
the user to transform into information. (We would
argue, therefore, that most so-called information
systems are data systems.)

Data provides the facts about entities or conditions
in the real world. By itself, data has no meaning. For
data to becomeinformationit must beintelligible and
relevant to the receiverwithin a familiar context. That
context differs from person to person, depending on
environment, culture, background and so forth. Thus,
the meaning assigned to a particular set of data can
vary from person to person, and from timeto time,
depending on the context.
Information is knowledge communicated. Data is
used to convey the ☁knowledge message☂, and know-
ledge is communicated only where therecipient can
establish the meaning of the data. This requires that
the data sender and the recipient share the same
perceived model of reality (that is, they share the
same context). We explore the implications of this
later in this chapter when we discuss the human
cognitive process.
Obviously there are close relationships between data
and information, the most important being that:
♥Information usually results from recognising,

understanding and manipulating the data received.
♥Thequality of the information dependsdirectly on

(but is not guaranteed by) the quality of the data.
♥The completenessof the information depends on

the complete collection of the data.
A necessary condition for data to be transformed suc-
cessfully into information is that a manager must
receive sufficient reward for the time invested in
accessing the data. If the anticipated rewardis in-
sufficient, he will not even make the attempt to ac-
cess the data. And the more senior the manager, the



CHAPTER 1

less time he will be prepared to spend on accessing
the required data.

DECISION-SUPPORT INFORMATION
REQUIREMENTS
Most successful managers havetheir ownsetof key
indicators which they use to measure the perfor-
manceof the business. These indicators provide a
broad overview of trends and relationships, and they
are used when making decisions about the day-to-
day running of the business. Often, these key indi-
cators can be obtained only by searching through
massive end-of-month reports produced by the cor-
porate systems department. Decision makers usually
delegate this time-consuming and tedious task to a
subordinate. Even so, the decision maker is only
partly satisfied, because the key indicators are up-
dated once a month at best ♥ too infrequently for
day-to-day decision-making purposes. Most corporate
decision makerswill prefer to receive information that
is approximate but on time, rather than accurate but
out of date.

The solution to this problem is for the formal cor-
porate information system to producethe keyindi-
cators on demand. But this is not easy to achieve.
The required information needsto betailored to the
specific and volatile needs of a small numberof indi-
viduals. Oftenit is not easy to define in system terms
the transformations necessary to produce theinfor-
mation. Expert systems techniques,with their ability
to capture knowledge and fuzzy data may, in the
future, be applicable in this area.
The databasesthat exist in many organisationspro-vide an excellent base for accounting systems but,for the reasonsjust discussed, they often do not pro-
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Figure 1.1 IBM☂s three databases philosophy
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vide senior managers with the information they re-
quire in the way they need it. Many of the recent
developmentsin using computer technology for pre-
senting decision-support information to managers
have arisen outside the confines of the corporate
information system. The increasing use of personal
computing systems is but one example. Another
example is the role that videotex is playing in mak-
ing managers aware of the potential for obtaining
decision-support information from a computer-basedsystem. Many organisations are now successfully us-ing private videotex systems as a meansof ensuringthat up-to-date informationis available to managers.
One such exampleis included in the case histories
in Chapter 5.
Sometimes, users create and maintain their own
smaller, more manageable sub-sets of the generalcorporate database for decision-support purposes.
These decision-support databases are usually an in-
tegral part of a personal computing system.This ap-proach provides several advantages. First, once therequired information has been defined, accesstoitcan be muchfaster. Second,the extracted data canbe modified and manipulated (for ☁what-if☂ purposes,
for example) without having to worry about the effectson critical corporate data. Third, and perhaps mostimportantly, many of today☂s personal computing
systems provide powerful display tools that permit
users to experimentwith various methodsof present-
ing the data.
The importanceofthis trend has been recognised bycomputer suppliers. In recent discussions with seniorproduct planning staff at IBM we weretold that thecompany has incorporated the decision-supportdatabase conceptinto its modelof future corporateinformation systems. Figure 1.1 illustrates IBM☂s☁three databasesphilosophy☂, which encapsulates thecompany☂s view of the future of corporate informa-tion systems.
In this model, there are three types of corporate
database:
♥Thefamiliar active transaction-oriented database,

containing structured data.
♥Adatabaseof non-formatted information sources.This contains, in a machine-readable form, unfor-matted text, visual information, and soforth.
♥Decision-support databases, which are created byextracting sub-sets of data from the main cor-

porate database.
The decision-support database is accessed directlyby decision makers(or their intermediaries), and isundertheir direct control. This conceptis a key ele-ment of IBM's future model for corporate informationsystems, and the company has made significantinvestments in developing new decision-support soft-
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CHAPTER 1 MANAGERS☂ INFORMATION NEEDS

ware products (such asIntellect, Frango, and Profs).
IBM sees these products being used to extract the
decision-support database from the main database,
maintain it and present data from it for use by deci-
sion makers.

The model also confirms IBM☂s view that decision
makers will need access both to the non-formatted
information sources database and to external data-
bases as well. Sometimes, but only exceptionally,
they may also require direct accessto the main data-
base.

THE HUMAN COGNITIVE PROCESS
Wenoted earlier that, for decision-making purposes,
data becomesuseful only whenit is transformedinto
relevant information by the person whoreceivesit.
To provide really useful information for managers,
system designers therefore need to understand the
way in which people assimilate and manipulate data
as they transformit into information. This requires a
basic understanding of the key components of the
human cognitive process.

In Figure 1.2 we depict how a shared context exists
betweenthe participants in a conversation. Person
X (the communicator)is uttering a sequence of words
to person Y, with the aim of expressing anidea. If
person X is successfulin fitting his words to Y☂s con-
text, then Y can re-create the mental image of the
model of the idea that X is communicating. As the
conversation progresses, new information is added
to the shared context of X and Y, which meansthat
future interactions between them will be easier to
understand.

A similar situation exists when a person and a com-
puter interact.In this case, however, the shared con-
text normally depends entirely on the context as
understood by the person who receives the data
presented by the computer system. As long as the
computer-generated messages are relevant to the
person☂s context, the information content of the
messages will be received successfully. Whenthis
is merged with the existing information in the person's
context it enriches the body of knowledge in the
humancontext. If the messages do not correspond
with the context of the humanreceiver, thenall that
is receivedis data. At best this results in momentary
confusion and additional work to augmentthe origin-
ally useless data, so that it can becomeuseful infor-
mation. At worst, the interaction becomesa total
waste of time becausethe personeither does not or
cannot expendthe additional time and effort required
to interpret the data.
The designer of a human-computerinteraction in-
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Figure 1.2 The shared context of a person-to-person
conversation
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evitably works with a conceptual modelof the even-
tual user in mind. An important aspect of any com-
puteruser that is often ignored by such a modelis
the nature of human mental processes, the so-called
cognitive modesof thought. These modes of thought
are often classified into two categories corresponding
to the left and right hemispheresof the brain. Recent
research hasindicatedthatthis classification is over-
simplistic, but it remains convenient for the purposes
of discussion.

Cognitive modes of thought
During the researchfor this report we spoke with Mr
Marvin Patterson, a senior memberof the Hewlett-
Packard research and development staff in San
Diego, California. He described Hewlett-Packard☂s
model of the human cognitive process, which is
depicted in Figure 1.3 (overleaf).

The modelillustrates that there are two verydifferent
waysin which humansthink ♥ the symbolic, logical
mode; and the visiospatial, intuitive mode.
In the logical cognitive mode, the human mind pro-
cesses sequential tasks such as understanding lan-
guage, reading and evaluating mathematical func-
tions. This mode of thinking is generally associated
with the left side of the brain which is the dominant
side in most people. Data processedin the logical
cognitive modeis usually sequential in terms of time
or position. The left side of the brain is the verbal
hemisphere. It uses words to name anddefine ideas
and concepts.
The visiospatial, intuitive cognitive mode (sometimes
knownas the synthetic mode)is used for synthesis-
ing ideas and for recognising patterns. It is normally
associated with the right side of the brain. For most
people,it is the non-dominant modeof cognition. This
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Figure 1.3 A schematic of the human-computerinterface
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mode appears to process datain a parallel or holisticmanner, synthesising a ☁whole☂ out of the individualparts. Theintuitive mode tends notto use the spokenor written word. Some researchersbelieve that thismodeis the source of creative ideas, and that thelogical mode (or the left side of the brain) is used
simply to verify and communicate ideas.
In recent research, Hewlett-Packard has determinedthat the data capacity of the humanvisual channelcanbe ashigh asthree million bits per second fromeacheyeto thebrain. It is important to note thatthiscapacity is more effectively utilised by the intuitivecognitive mode. The humanvisual channel seems tobe vastly under-utilised by the symbolic, logical mode,whichis the cognitive mode in use when a personis reading words or numbers presented on paperor
on a visual display screen.
A second important component of the Hewlett-Packard model shows how the two cognitive modesallow the human mind to operate. In addition to thelogical and intuitive states of mind,there is also the
co-operative state, where both of the cognitive modes
are available to process sensory inputs at the same
time. Sometimesthis results in interference between
the two modes. But when they are operating in
unison, they provide the most powerful means of
perceiving and assimilating data. Indeed, the aim of
many of the current developments in data-
presentation techniquesis to utilise the power of the

co-operative state of mind. An exampleis the current
interest in the use of integrated text and graphic
techniques.
The human memory system
Psychologists disagree about the precise structure
and function of the human memory system but, in
general, they accept that it comprises three basic
structures: sensory memory, short-term memory, and
long-term memory.

Datainitially enters the memory system through a
temporary ☁buffer☂, or sensory memory, which holds
the contents of the observed data stream (imagesin
the case of visual inputs) for a period of one to two
seconds. The sensory input stream is then transfer-
red to a second construct known asshort-term
memory, which holds the new data in raw form for
a maximum of between 20 and 30 seconds.
Most researchers accept that the transfer channelfrom sensory memory to short-term memory has a
limited capacity, so more datais ☁sensed☂ than is ac-
tually stored in short-term memory. Short-termmemory carries out immediate decision-making func-tions and controls the general flow of data within the
overall memory system.
Oncethe mind hasestablished that a relationship ofsometype exists between the data recently observedand the observer's real world, as defined byhis exist-ing knowledge, the data can be redefined as newinformation. From this point all the new informationcan be usedeither in a decision-making process,orstored away in long-term memory,or rejected, depen-ding on its relative importance at thattime.
Experiments by Miller in the 1950s (Reference 1)established that short-term memoryis capable ofholding betweenfive and nine chunksof data (setsof coherent data) at any one time. Beyond aboutseven chunks the short-term memory function iseasily overloaded.To avoid this situation, the memorysystem strives constantly torid itself of unnecessarydata. Subconsciously, we all seek to complete short-term tasks so that we mayobtain the psychologicalrelief associatedwith the clearing of excess data fromshort-term memory. This phenomenonisreferred toas ☁closure☂. It is generally accepted that the processof closure allows information to be transferred fromshort-term memory to long-term memory whereit isstored indefinitely, and is available for recall at a latertime. The knowledge that makes up the shared con-text described earlier resides within long-termmemory.
The humanneedto effect closure regularly is a keyconcept for system designers, and they must keepit in mind whenthey are designing the characteristics
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of human-computer interfaces. The closure pheno-
menon meansthat users often prefer to achieve an
objective by performing several small tasks, rather
than onelarge task. This approach enables users to
monitor progress easily and without confusion.It also
provides the maximum opportunity for closure to
occur. A practical example can be seen in the com-
mon desire by word processing operators to use
several separate simple commands, whenoneglobal
command could be used to attain the sameobjective.

Implications for system designers
Ourbrief description of the human cognitive process
showsclearly that the key to maximising the infor-
mation content of a visually presented messageis
to activate the right side of the brain. This is achieved
by using graphical images, rather than data presented
in an alphanumeric form. The mind has very power-
ful capabilities for recognising patterns and changes
in patterns. The present attention being focused on
the use of computer-generated business graphics as
a meansof presenting information to managersis a
good example of how these capabilities can be
utilised.
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System designers must also ensure that new data,
onceit has been perceived, can beeasily linked with
the body of existing knowledge that makes up the
shared context of the user and the system. The key
to achieving this is to ensure that the data presented
is relevant to the particular need, and is meaningful
within the shared context. If the new data has no
relevance to the existing body of knowledge, or no
relevanceto the solution of the problem at hand,the
observer will not gain sufficient rewardfor the effort
required to accessthe data. If this occurs the mana-
ger will not use the information facilities provided for
him, no matter how well the data is presented.
This brief review of the process by which managers
transform data into information provides some impor-
tant pointers for the ways in which managementinfor-
mation should ideally be presented by computersys-
tems. Some of these concern the ergonomicsof pre-
senting managementinformation and man-machine
dialogues (which wediscuss respectively in the next
two chapters). More significantly, this chapter has
shownthat computer-generated business graphics
has a significant role to play, and we explore this
issue in greater depth in Chapter 4.



CHAPTER2
THE ERGONOMICS OF PRESENTING MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

Wenowturn to the ergonomic factors that need to
be considered as the hardware and software ele-
ments of management information systems are
chosenor constructed. Welimit our discussion here
to five key factors:
♥Thelegibility of characters presented on display

screen.
♥The use of colour on display screens or in

computer-generated printouts.
♥Theeffect of variable system-response times.
♥The format and structure of system messages.
♥Theformat and structure of screen layouts.
Where appropriate, we provide practical guidelinesfor system designers under these headings. Another
key ergonomic issue is the design of the man-
machine dialogue, which is addressed separatelyin
Chapter 3.
Ergonomicsalso includes wider issues, such as the
design of equipment and of the workplace, andorganisational and procedural considerations.
Although wedonot discuss these widerissues here,Foundation Report No. 20 ♥ The Interface betweenPeople and Equipment ♥ containsa full discussion
of all the relevant ergonomicfactors.

CHARACTER LEGIBILITY
Legibility should not be confused with readability,which is concerned with the style and grammar of
a pieceof text. Readability therefore determines the
ease with which the information in the text can be
understood.Legibility refers to the typographyof the
text, which determines the ease with which the text
can be transferred into the humanbrain during the
mechanical process of reading.
The mechanics of reading
Readinginvolvestwostages.Firstof all, the reader
has to look at the visual information and recognise
the characters and characterstrings that form words.
The second stage is to understand the information
presentedin the text. The process of understanding

whatis read involves matching the visual symbols
with the existing knowledge contained within the
shared context, as described earlier in Chapter 1.
During the mechanical process of reading, the eyes
do not move from one characterto the next. Instead,
they scan alongthe line in a series of rapid jerks, not
differentiating between individual characters, but
focusing on particular character strings. Thelegibility
of information displayed on a screen is therefore
related to the shape and definition both of individual
characters and of the whole text.

Whenprinted material is being set out on a page, the
art of typography is used to determine the mostef-
fective layout of an entire line, even an entire page.
Today, the constraints previously imposed by the rec-
tangular lead slugs used in traditional typesetting
technology have been replaced by the constraints of
the rectangular character matrices used to generate
characters on a display screen. Both technologies
present the same general problems, and the accumu-
lated expertise from the field of typography can beapplied to improve the legibility of information
displayed on a screen.
The desirability of positive presentation
Because the understandingstage of the reading pro-cess requires the brain to match the recognised sym-bols with a pattern that is already storedin the mind,screen displays should be presented in a waythatis as familiar as possible. At the present time, andfor the foreseeable future, this means that screenlayouts should besimilar in appearance to a printedpage.
Mostprinted material uses ☁positive presentation☂,which meansthat dark characters are superimposedon a white background (as on this page). Manyapplied psychologists now accept that positive pre-sentation is more legible than other formsof presen-tation. Butit is not easy to achieveflicker-free positivepresentation on a display screen. Terminal suppliersare finding that the only effective way of eliminatingthe perceivedscreenflicker that usually accompaniesan increase in the brightness of the background isto increase the refresh rate of the display. Although
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it is technically possible to do this, it increases the
price of the terminal.

Character design and size
Hundreds of different typesetters☂ character sets
(fonts) are available. The designer of a font has to
create characters that are functional, economical and
clear, whilst also being aesthetically pleasing. Many
typesetting fonts strive to achievethis ideal by using
variable stroke widths within the same character. But
the trend today is to use a strokeof uniform thickness,
as in the characters produced by a typewriter, for
example. Uniform stroke thickness does not hinder
legibility, provided that the stroke width is about one-
fifth of the total character width.
Research has also shownthat the legibility of mech-
anically produced text is improved if the inter-
character spacing is proportional to the character
widths. Proportional inter-character spacing should
not be confused with proportional inter-word spacing,
which is discussed later on this page.
Most commercially available display screens use a
character size of 3mm. Recent research has shown,
however, thatthis is not the optimum size for reading
efficiency. For viewing from the usual distance of
about 75cm,the optimum characterheightis 4.75mm
for digits and 3.96mm forletter strings. Reading effi-
ciency depends on a continuous forward movement
of the eyes, and these character heights are the op-
timum for achieving this. The research has confirmed
that terminal users are quite justified in their dissatis-
faction with the reading speeds they canattain.

The size of character ascenders and descenders also
has a significant impact on characterlegibility. When
reading, the eyes tend to move along the top
☁coastline☂ of the line of text, picking up cues from
the shapeof the letters and their surroundings. The
legibility of lower-case characters can be increased
by lengthening the ascenders and shortening the
descenders. This creates a problem for today☂s dot-
matrix printing technology, which uses a limited
character matrix. For characters displayed on a
screen, ascenders and descenders canonly be used
with a matrix of at least 7 x 9 positions, and a larger
matrix is required to differentiate the lengths of
ascenders and descenders(as we explained in Foun-
dation Report No.20, ontheinterface between people
and equipment).
Line length
Line length is another important elementoflegibility.
If a line is too long, the eyes either lose track or have
difficulty in locating the beginning of the next line. The
classic example of the disadvantagesof an over-long
line length is provided by the standard 132-position
computerprintout. Either the reader has to place a
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ruler under the line being read or special ☁music
score☂ stationery has to be usedto provide the reader
with visual cues.
The ideal line length depends on the character set
used, the character size and the amountof space bet-
weenlines of text. Typographic researchers have
determined that a line length of between 80mm and
90mm,with ten to 12 words (60 to 70 characters) per
line, provides the maximumlegibility. The line length
on this page is 80mm.

The use of space and shape
Legibility also has to do with aesthetics. By creating
a well-balanced pattern, the typographic design of a
line or paragraph can stimulate a discerning reader.
Typographers have knownthis for many years, but
information system designers are only now beginning
to realise that layout, in terms of space and shape,
has a significant impact on the ease with which data
can be assimilated.
Most material displayed on a visual display terminal
is not intended for long, continuous reading sessions.
Very often the reader has to re-focus from one part
of the screento another,or from the screento a writ-
ten document and vice versa. Typographic cues,in
the form of space, are an essential element in con-
veying the structure of the text or data displayed on
the screen. For example, indentation and horizontal
spacing can be used to signal logical groupings to
the reader.

For maximum legibility, text displayed on a screen
should be punctuated correctly, a factor that many
information systems designers seem to ignore.

Muchattention is also paid as to whether text should
or should notberight-justifted (that is, should the line-
ends form straight or raggedline). In recent experi-
ments, the use of unjustified lines with standard inter-
word spacing resulted in no significant differences
in reading speed or comprehension. Another advan-
tage of unjustified text is that it is not necessary to
hyphenate wordsat the end oflines, which also im-
proves the readability of the text.

Right-justification of computer-generated text (print-
outs or screen-based) is usually achieved byinsert-
ing extra complete character positions between
words. This can cause excessive inter-word spaces,
whichinterrupts the pattern-recognition processesof
the humanvisual system. To create the best aesthetic
effect, right-justification requires that inter-word and
inter-character spacing are adjusted in proportionto
eachother.It is not possible to achieve this ideal with
the fixed-width characters used by mostprinters and
display devices.
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Scrolling techniques
Various scrolling techniques are used with visual
display terminals. Research has shown that most
users find that non-smooth, irregular (or jump) scroll-
ing is distracting. They prefer a smooth scrolling
technique, where the text appears to move contin-
uously up or down (or across) the screen. Smooth
scrolling can be achieved ♥ but at the cost of more
expensive electronics.

A common compromise is to provide ☁partial-page
erasure with continuation☂. This technique moves the
last two orthree lines from the previously displayed
screen to the top of the next. The text display then
continues below the re-positionedlines. Although par-
tial page erasureis not as pleasing as smoothscroll-
ing, it can be achieved atrelatively little additional
cost, and has been shown to be moreeffective (in
legibility terms) than jump-scrolling.

THE USE AND ABUSE OF COLOUR
In the past, using colour for computer-generated in-
formation was expensive, and its use was therefore
limited. Colour is now readily available for display
screens, printers and plotters at a price that permits
a muchwideruse. But the tendencyis to use colour
just becauseit is available, without too much thought
about whetherit is appropriate for the particular cir-
cumstance. Used properly, colour can convey very
strong messages,but it should never be used merely
to make a display or printout look pretty. System
designers should also bear in mind that eight per cent
of the population are colour-blind.

Different techniques are used for generating colour
ona display screen and a printed page. Visual display
terminals and projection systems respectively use
luminous sources and reflective surfaces. Light
entersthe eyeseither directly from a display terminal,
or indirectly after it has been reflected off a screen,
and the various hues are created by combining the
three additive primary colours: red, green and blue,
as shownin Plate 1 on page 19.

The additive method of producing colour results in
a significant difference in the luminanceofdifferent
colours. For example, green would have only 59 per
cent of the luminance of white; red would have 30
per cent; and blue would only have 11 per cent. This
explains why red or blue text on a display screen can
be illegible.
With coloured printed pages, ambientwhite light from
the sun or anartificial light source bouncesoff a col-
oured surface before entering the eyes. Unlike a tele-
vision display, printed surfaces do not adjust the
amount of red, green and bluelight being transmit-
ted. Instead, they reflect the spectral components of

light that are not absorbed by the inks forming the
image. The spectral characteristics are defined when
the pageis printed, not whenit is viewed as with a
display screen.
Colour printing uses the subtractive primary colours:
cyan, magenta and yellow. By using pure dyes, the
additive colours (red, green and blue), can be ob-
tained by mixing the subtractive colours in appropri-
ate proportions. Combiningall three equally produces
black. Plate 2 on page 19 showshowthesubtractive
primary colours can be mixed to create various hues.
The properties of colour
A person☂s perception of colour can involve subjec-
tive judgements. The statement☁☁His caris blue☂☂ may
cause one personto think of the colourof the sky,
and anotherto think of the colourof a favourite arti-
cle of clothing. In order to provide some precision
whendescribing colour,it is often discussed in terms
of three properties:
♥Hue,which describesthe particular colour☂s posi-

tion in the overall spectrum of colours.
♥Value, or luminosity, which describes the bright-

ness of a colour.
♥Chroma,orsaturation, which describesthe purity

of a colour. For example, a vivid blue mixed with
grey gives a duller blue that is said to have less
chroma.

One system that is used to categorise coloursis the
Munsell colour solid, whichisillustrated in Plate 3 on
page 19. Huesare depicted onthe circle around the
structure, values are measured along the axis of the
globe, and chromais measured from the axis to the
surfaceof the solid. Pure colours are on the surface
of the structure. The Munsell colour solid can be used
by information system designers to determine special
relationships between colours, by helping to highlight
how they will work in combination. A colour wheel,
of the type shownin Plate 4, can also be used todetermine which colours should and should not beused in conjunction with each other.
The impact created by a particular colour is alsostrongly influenced byits surroundings.In the exam-ple shownin Plate 5, the squaresof colour were eachdrawn with the sameink. The different backgroundscause the colours to appear different. This is animportant point to remember when transferring a col-our image from

a

display screen to a pen plotter. Col-ours that look good against the display backgroundmay not be as effective on white paper.
The useof colour with visual display terminals
Becausecolouris self-evidently attractive, many peo-ple assume that computer-generated colour displaysautomatically bring benefits in the form of improved
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performanceorefficiency. There now appearsto be
little justification for such assumptions. But those who
believe that the use of colour will improve staff morale
or job satisfaction are morelikely to have their hopes
fulfilled.
The main difficulty is that, at the present time, not
enough is known about the effect that luminouscol-
ours, as generated by a display terminal, have on the
human work process. The available data about the
use of colour derives mainly from studies of non-
luminous (printed) colours. Further research is
required to determineif the findings of these studies
apply also to the use of luminous displays. Human
factors studies concerning the use of luminous col-
ours have focused on the use of CRT displays. The
findings of such studies are often made obsolete by
new technological advances.And,asyet, little work
has been done on the useof colour with plasmadis-
plays and other display techniques. As a conse-
quence, it is not yet possible to provide ergonomics
recommendations concerning the use of colour with
such devices.
Colour coding is a very powerful way of conveying
important information. Because the technology ofcol-
our displaysis still evolving, system designers need
to beware of choosing a colour-coding schemethat
may be madeobsolete by further technical develop-
ments. Oncea particular colour-coding scheme has
been selectedfor use in a particular context,it is very
difficult to change or replace it. Meanings associated
with a particular colour cannoteasily be re-assigned
without leading to user errors that may be dangerous.
Significant benefits can be gained in specific applica-
tions by using colour displays, as a recent survey in
the United Kingdom carried out by Storage Tech-
nology Limited showed. The aim of this study was to
determine the impact of colour displays on the pro-
ductivity of data-entry operators. The results of the
survey were:
♥74 per cent of the operators surveyed said they

preferred to work with colour.
♥52 percent said the main reason for preferring col-

our wasthat they believed it caused them to make
fewer errors.

♥48 per cent said that using colour terminals
reduced eye strain and headaches.

♥38per cent said that using colour terminals made
them lesstired.

♥80percentbelieved,incorrectly, that their produc-
tivity had not increased.

♥13 per cent believed that their productivity had
increased.

These results show clearly that, for this specific ap-
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plication, the use of colour terminals led to significant
benefits. System designers should not assume, how-
ever, that introducing colour terminals into other
types of application will automatically guarantee
improved performance. Appropriate use of colour
can, without doubt, reduce the time required to find
information displayed on a screen, andit can assist
in the cross-referencingof information. But, as David
Hopkin, psychologist at the Royal Air Force Institute
of Aviation Medicine has pointed out, the real benefits
of colour displays are likely to be in the form of more
favourable attitudes by users, and in greater job
satisfaction (see Reference 2). These benefits may,
of course, lead indirectly to improved performance
in specific circumstances.
Practical guidelines for using colour
System designers need to take account offive fac-
tors whentheyare defining computer-generated col-
our output, and examples of some of these factors
areillustrated in Plates 6 and 7. We nowprovide prac-
tical guidelines on each of thesefive factors.
1. The numberof colours
The optimum numberof colours that should be used
within one display or printout dependsonthetypeof
application. Where absolute colour recognition is
required (that is, each colour has to be identified
positively in the absenceofall the others), as few as
four carefully chosen colours may be the optimum
number. Using more than this could easily result in
the occasional mistake.
A larger numberofcoloursis appropriate only where
all or most of the colours are displayed simultane-
ously, so that the user can easily discriminate bet-
weencolours in the range. An example is a map of
the world, colour-coded to show mean annual tem-
perature.
However, even with present state-of-the-art display
technology, proposals to use more than aboutsix col-
ours simultaneously should be greeted with scep-
ticism. In general, the higher the numberof colours
used simultaneously, the morecritical becomes the
actual choice of colour.
2. The dominance of colour coding
Colour coding is a very powerful means of convey-
ing information, andit is important that the samecol-
our is not given a different meaning in different parts
of the information system. Severe ☁difficulties could
be experiencedif staff who are used to one meaning
have to switch to a different meaning for the same
colour when they change jobs. Colour coding domi-
nates other forms of visual codings. In general, its
use should be reserved for highlighting very impor-
tant distinctions.
Another factor to bear in mind when deciding on a
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colour-coding scheme is that colour display tech-
nologyis still improving. In the future it will be possi-
ble to use greater subtlety in colour coding. Butif this
involves a major recasting of an existing scheme,it
will be difficult to make the best use of the newer
technology because of the difficulties mentioned
above.
3. The extent to which colour should be used
Because colourfacilities are available there is a great
temptation to use colour indiscriminately. For many
business purposes, a display that is largely mono-
chromeis perfectly adequate, with colour used spar-
ingly to draw attention to selected or transient infor-
mation. (Flashing could also be usedinitially to draw
attention to the same information, but this feature is
irritating if it persists for more than a few seconds.)
Colour terminals are often proposed as a replacement
for existing systems, based on monochrometer-
minals, which already contain waysof discriminating
betweendifferent types of information. Any proposal
to replace an effective monochromesystem with a
colour system should therefore be viewed with cau-
tion, because the changeovercould result in operator
errors and confusion.

4. Using colour as a cross-reference aid
Although our research did not identify any specific
examples of colour being used as a cross-reference
aid, we believe that, potentially, this is an important
application. For example,all the information relating
to one particular task could be displayed in the same
colour.
5. The optimum useof colouris task-related
Laboratory studies of people☂s reactions to colour
coding usually employ a single task, and use a coding
schemethatis tailored specifically to that task. Most
real-life situations are more complicated than that,
typically involving multiple tasks. The optimum colour-
coding schemefor one task may not necessarily be
the optinum schemefor another task and may,in
fact, hinder the performanceof the other task. Any
colour-coding scheme therefore needs to take ac-
count of all of the tasks for which it may be used.
The use of colour can be associated with various
types of task. For example, colouris usually a positive
factor in searching tasks, but research by Carter and
Carter in 1981 (Reference.3) has shownthat, if the
colour of the desired information is not already
known, it takes longer to search for the required in-
formation, in a multi-coloured display.
The benefits of using colour need not be confined to
the actual interaction between user and terminal.
Anothertask-related benefit of colouris that it helps
the user to rememberspecific aspects (perhaps a
particular data item) of the task at a later time.

10

RESPONSETIMES
Recent research with videotex systems has shown
that many users of computer systemsfind variable
response times to be morefrustrating than consis-
tently slow responsetimes. Nevertheless,the ideal
for which the system designer shouldstriveis to pro-
vide a consistently fast response time. The optimum
is to simulate conversational interaction between two
people where,if there is a break of more than about
two seconds, closure (as defined in Chapter 1)
occurs. Most systems should aim for a response time
of less than two seconds. Someshould aim for signi-
ficantly less. For example, where the userinteracts
directly either with a touch-sensitive screen or with
a light pen, response times should appear to be
instantaneous.

There are many examples of the economic advant-
agesof faster responsetimes. For high-volumeappli-
cations, a ten per cent reduction in the time taken
for each transaction can often lead directly to an
equal reduction in staff, terminals and other hard-
ware. One dramatic example is provided by the
Quality Inn motel chain in the United States, which,
on average, was taking 150 seconds to service a
reservation request. This organisation has invested
heavily in developing an improved online reservation
system as a meansof reducing thetime.It estimates
that each second by whichthe averageservice time
is reduced produces an annual saving of $40,000.
According to a study by IBM, productivity measured
in terms of transactions per hour continues to im-
Prove as response time is reduced downto 0.18
seconds (see Figure 2.1). Error rate also decreases
as response time decreases.
Response-time guidelines
During the research for this report we examined avariety of studies that had investigatedthe effects ofresponsetimes. Weset out below the most relevantguidelines obtained from these sources:
♥Feedbackfrom typing and cursor movement com-mands should generate results in no more thanone-tenth of a second.
♥Responses from simple commands should takeless than one second.
♥Responsesfrom other commands may take morethan one second,but the responsetimesforsimilarcommands should all be about the same. Thevariation in time should be no more than about 20per cent from the average responsetime.
♥Faster responsetimes are not always advisable.As the responsetime shortens, users increase thespeed with which they respondto the system andmay make hasty (and wrong)decisions.This is par-ticularly true for inexperienced users.
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Figure 2.1 The relationship between user productivity
and system-response time
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The data relates to a computeraided design application. The time
saved by improved response times is compared to a 3 second
responsetime, when system users can completeonly 180 tran-
sactions per hour.
(Source: IBM)
 

♥Fasterdisplay rates are preferable if the useris
familiar with the displayed material, or if only a
small part of the display needs to be examined.

♥Slowerdisplay rates(of about 15 to 25 characters
per second) should be used for inexperienced

users. Tests have shownthat inexperienced users
prefer slower display rates and make fewererrors
whenthey are used.

♥If the full text displayed on a screenis to be read,
then there is no advantageto be gained from using
display rates that are faster than normal reading
speed.

FORMAT AND STRUCTURE OF SYSTEM
MESSAGES
Most users of computer systems are not computer
specialists, and many of them experience their
greatestdifficulties when they make a mistakeor are
not sure what they should do next. In thesesituations,
system messages such as ☜☁fatal error☂, or ☜☁illegal
command☂☝☂, or obscure codes such as ☁☁OC7☝☂, are
totally inappropriate. The reactions of inexperienced
users when they are first confronted with such
messages range from confusion to dismay. Instead
of being helpful, the messages may actually
discourage the user from continuing with the transac-
tion. Figure 2.2 illustrates some well-meaning at-
tempts by computer professionals to create user-
oriented messages, and the reaction oftypical end
users to these attempts.In this section of the report,
we provide advice on how to construct system
messagesthat are helpful to the users of the systems.

Error messages
Error messages are inevitably displayed at a time
when the user is confused, or has incomplete

 

Figure 2.2 Typical examplesof unfriendly dialogues
Thefigureillustrates some well-meaning attempts by computer professionals to design user-oriented software, and the reactions of typical
end users to these attempts.
 

Quality intended Typical example Quality shown
 

Patience ☜YOU HAVE BEEN IDLE FOR TOO LONG☝ Impatience
(messageto user of timesharing system)

Tolerance 43/04/81 not accepted as valid date because system expects Intolerance
month/day/year

Warmth ☜FATAL ERROR☝ Intimidating/hostility
☜TERMINATE☝
☜ILLEGAL ENTRY☝

Politeness ☜ERROR☝ ♥ means ☜☁I☂m sorry | don☂t understand☝ Arrogance
☜REMOTE TERMINAL☝ ♥ meansa terminal remote from the Self centred
computer, which is probably on the user's desk
☜HO70☝ (on the IBM 5260retail system). The manual reads:
☜The personalisation change control number on the diskette that is in
the machine does not match the personalisation change control number
that is in the protected totals area of the machine ♥ it means that you
have put in the wrong diskette☂
☜HELLO☝ responsebya terminal, instead ofa light to show the power
is on

Understanding

Helpfulness Obscurantism

Sincerity Insincerity     
(Source: VRS 83, Butler Cox & Partners Limited, 1983)
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knowledge. Because of this the impact of error
messagesis more powerful than that of other forms
of system message. Experiments by Schneiderman
in 1982 (Reference 4) produced a series of guidelines
for generating system error messages. The mostim-
portant are summarised below:
♥Donot condemntheuser for making the error, but

use positive messagesthat indicate what must be
done next. Avoid using terms such asillegal, in-
valid, error or incorrect. For example, instead of
displaying ☁☁illegal password☂☂, use ☜☁your password
does not match with a valid password. Please try
again☂.

♥Use terminology with which the user will be
familiar. Avoid the vague ☁☁syntax error☝ or obscure
internal codes. Instead of displaying☜invalid data☝
in an inventory application, use ☁☁the part number
you keyed in wasoutside thevalid range x to y☂☂.

♥Maketheusersfeelthey are in control of the situa-
tion, and provide enough information for them to
take the next action. For example, instead of the
domineering ☜☁enter next request☂☂, display ☜ready
for next command☝.

♥ Use an uncluttered and consistent format. Avoid
long numeric codes and obscure mnemonics.

♥Ensure whereverpossible that the text of an error
messageis completein itself. Avoid the situation
where the user has to search through a massof
reference material in order to translate the
message.

Composing good error messages requires ex-
perience, practice and understanding of how the user
will react. Nevertheless, the skills can be acquired
and refined by system designers. Evenso,it is ex-
tremely difficult to construct ideal error messages
withoutfirst testing them on the intended user com-
munity in the same wayas other elementsofthetotal
system.

Online reference aids
Manypeople use computer systems infrequently and
irregularly. Some may not use a terminal for weeks
at a time, but may then use one intensively for several
days. Such users are continuously changing from
novice to expert, then back again. They have a need
for reference material, but experience has shownthat
interrupting a session at a display terminal to find a
printed reference manual and locate the relevant
material discourages use of the system.
To overcome this problem, many system designers
provide sufficient online tutorial and reference
material to make printed manuals unnecessary. The
advantages of this approach are that the online
material can be focused on the user☂s current task,
can be updated regularly, may beless difficult for the
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userto locate, and avoids the costs and delayof prin-
ting and distributing manuals. But there can also be
disadvantages, particularly if the quality of the online
material is poor, if the extra commandsrequired to
access the material lead to confusion, andif switch-
ing between application displays and explanatory dis-
plays becomesdisruptive.
Experiments byRilles in 1979 and Dunsmorein 1980
(References 5 and 6) showedthat, compared to the
use of printed manuals, some typesof online aids can
lead to reduced performance. In these experiments,
the online reference aids were intended for experi-
encedusers. Novice users, however, were disturbed
both by the additional commands required to access
the aids and by the need to switch contexts repea-
tedly. The research confirmed that a well-designed
online reference aid should provide different material,
with varying levels of detail, for experienced and in-
experienced users.

Online reference aids should also use consistent and
uncluttered screen formats, so that users know where
to look for specific information and specific types of
messages.This type of layout also allowspositional
cues to be used whensearching for previously re-
trieved information.
In summary, novice users require well-structured and
detailed information; experienced users becomefrus-
trated if they have to plough through the same
material. Although we did not discover any examples,we believe that the use of multi-window display
techniques could be used to advantage here.
Drawing attention to system messages
Sometimes, system messagesneedto be reinforcedbytheuseof an attention-grabbing mechanism, suchas increased brightness,colour, flashing, or revers-ing the image. Such mechanisms should be used inmoderation, and the need to use them is determinedby how well the message stands outfrom its sur-roundings. Over-using these features can easilycause distraction, so reducing their impact. A flashingmessage,for instance, can be a powerful means ofattracting attention when used with discretion. Butpersistent flashing (continuing for more than a fewseconds)can also be extremely distracting. Highlight-ing a message byincreasing the brightness, or byusing a bright colour, or by reversing the image, orby underlining are also effective, but they can reducelegibility.
A special character, such as an asterisk, is some-times usedto signify a system message.This is nota particularly good way of gaining the user☂s atten-tion, but a special character can be aneffectivemeansof signifying that a messageis ofa particulartype. For example, an asterisk could be used todenote all error messages.
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Guidelines for creating system messages
All system designers want to create effective system
messages.In reality, however, they often leave this
part of the systems design process to the end, and
spendinsufficient time onit. System messages need
to be concise, grammatical, consistent and under-
standable. To achieve these qualities requires sub-
stantial thought and planning. But these qualities
alone do not guarantee that the messageswill also
be relevant, specific, helpful and timely. To create
system messagesthat satisfy both sets of require-
ments, the system designer should follow these six
steps:
1. Set human goals for the messages
System designers should anticipate, and be tolerant
of, the kinds of mistakes that people make, and iden-
tify the messages required to deal with those mis-
takes. Carefully constructed system messages can
be designed to correct many of the anticipated
human errors.
2. Apply psychology when composing messages
The designer needs to know how people think and
feel about information systems. Messages should
match users☂ expectations. They should also be
designed to put users at ease, and be completely
intelligible the first time they are encountered. The
designer shouldfirst decide what meaning to convey,
then select the information required to convey that
meaning and choose the appropriate language in
which to presentit.
3. Evaluate the messages
Before the messagesare actually coded, they should
be evaluated by the users. Construct a prototype
system, and observe the ways in which the users
react to the system messages.Allowing the users to
try the system in this way can be mostinstructive,
and can avoid surprises at the system implementa-
tion stage.
4. Edit the messages
After the messages have been evaluated, the
language used should beedited to ensureit is clear.
System messages should use familiar terminology.
Ideally, they should adopt a conversational tone, and
use standard punctuation. Messages of the same
type should also use similar wording.

5. Design the message-generation routines
The designer can now define the functions of the pro-
grams or system that will produce the system
messages. Steps 1 to 4 above ensure that human
requirements will not be compromised for program-
ming convenience at this stage.

6. Test the messages
The ease with which system messages can be used
should be evaluated again after the program or sys-
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tem is working. This should be done by observing the
ways in which the system is usedin realistic situa-
tions.

FORMAT AND STRUCTURE OF SCREEN
LAYOUTS
Although the importance of designing good screen
layouts is now widely recognised, the actual process
of designing layouts is not yet a precise science. The
body of knowledge derived from experimentalstudies
is, as yet, limited. Little attempt has been made to
apply the wealth of available information about the
designof printed materials (such as books and news-
papers) in a systematic way.In reality, most screen-
layout designs depend more on the whimsofthe indi-
vidual designer than on anyotherfactor. As a result,
many of today☂s screen layouts are difficult to use
because they are cluttered and lack visual clarity.

At best, a poor layout can adversely affect produc-
tivity. At worst, it can deter people from using the
system at all. A complex screen layout can lead some
users to infer that it requires more effort to under-
stand than they are prepared to make. Those who
have the choice (particularly managers and profes-
sionals) may decide not to use the system atall.
Twobasic concepts should be applied when design-
ing screen layouts:
♥Theusers☂ learning requirements should be kept

to a minimum.
♥Skills acquired by users in one situation should be

transferable to a similar situation.
Both of these concepts require that screen layouts
be designed in a consistent manner.
Design consistency is usually achieved by applying
design standards or guidelines, some of which are
set out below. Such guidelines are often very wide
in scope. Occasionally, they conflict with each other
or with machine processing requirements. In resolv-
ing such conflicts, the system designer must consider
the alternatives and reach a decision based on
accuracy, time, cost and ease of use.
Guidelines for designing screen layout
In setting out guidelines for designing different types
of screen layouts, we have identified five main types:
data-entry screens, enquiry screens, interactive
screens, menu screens and multi-window screens.

1. Data-entry screens
Data-entry (or data-collection) screenlayouts are nor-
mally used by specialist operators to collect large
amountsof information quickly and accurately. Typic-
ally, they comprise a large numberoflabelled fields
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into which data is keyed. Data-entry screens are
sometimes referred to as fixed-form or form-filling
screens. In many data-entry applications, the screen
layout is not of prime importance because the
operator focuses on a source documentfor mostof
the time, looking only occasionally at the screen.
2. Enquiry screens
Enquiry screens are usedto display the results of an
enquiry that has been made to a computerfile or
database. Onceit has been displayed, the data on
an enquiry screen is not changed. The overriding
design objective should therefore be to structure the
layout as clearly as possible, so that the user may
easily scan the screen to locate the required data.
Specific guidelines for the layout of enquiry screens
are:
♥ Display only the data whichis necessary to satisfy

the enquiry. Do notdisplay data that is never used.
♥ If multi-screen displays are necessary, place the

most frequently used data on the first screen.
Within a screen layout, place the most frequently
useddatain the top left-hand corner.If necessary,
repeat from screen to screen the datathatis fre-
quently used.

♥ Useeasily identifiable logical groupings of data,
so that the user can quickly scan the screen to
locate a required item. This can be achievedeither
by using columnsor,if colour is available, by col-
our coding groups of related data.

3. Interactive screens
Interactive (otherwise known as conversational)
screen layouts are used for a series of short alter-
nating communications between user and system.
Typically, the system provides a prompt, and the user
responds; or the user makes a short unprompted
request and the system responds.The dialogue pro-
ceedsonthis basis, with the computer and the user
sharingin a continual step-by-step interaction. Inter-
active screens thus contrast with the two types of
screen already described, where the communication
occurs on a full screen basis, with the system using
all of the available display area, and the user being
able to work with the entire screen before sending
back a response to the system.
Interactive screens may also be usedfor data-entry
purposes,or to display the results of enquiries. They
are, however, notvery efficient when used in these
ways becauseof the excessive amount of communi-
cation resources required.

Two key ergonomic factors need to be considered
whenaninteractive screen layout is being designed:
♥To avoid exceeding human memory limitations (as

discussed in Chapter 1), an interactive conversa-
tion needs to be based on short messages.
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♥ lf the user☂s responseis based on a previous mes-
sage, that message should still be visible on the
screenatthe time the user is required to respond.

4, Menu screens
The primary purpose of a menuscreenis to permit
the user to select one or more items from list of
alternatives. As such, it combines in a unique way
the characteristics of both data-collection and enquiry
screens.
Menuscreensare particularly effective because they
utilise the powerful humanskill of visual recognition.
The primary design objective for menu screensis
ease of visual scanning. The secondary objective is
ease of selection.

Menuscreensare, without doubt, of great value to
the inexperienced or infrequent system user. But an
experienced usercanfind it tedious to have to step
through a series of menu screens. The designer of
menu screens must therefore consider the conflict-
ing requirements of inexperienced and experienced
users.
A series of menu screensshould be structured in a
hierarchical, or tree, mannerwith the primary or basic
choices listed on the first screen, and lower-level
choices on subsequent screens. The user may then
step downthe various levels until the desired alter-
native is reached. This hierarchical structure is
recommended becausethedisplayofall possible, but
not necessarily relevant, choices interferes with the
user☂s performance.

Experiments by Ramsey in 1979 (Reference 7)
showed that a hierarchical series of menus on
separate screens, with the menu always displayed
in the same area of the screen, was preferable to
several menus being presented simultaneously ondif-
ferent parts of the same screen.
Nevertheless, menu screens should be designed sothat the user need not always step through severallevels to reach a particular point. A bypassmechanism should be provided to allow multiplemenuselections to be made at one time. Similarly,an escape mechanism should be provided to allowthe user to exit from a particular level to the main
menu screen at the top of the tree.
Specific guidelines relating to menu screensare setout below:

♥Abbreviations should be avoided wherever pos-sible.
♥Thewords describing the choice should be con-sistent with those used in the transaction or datascreen being accessed.
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♥The order in which menuitems are displayed
depends on the numberof items and their fre-
quency of use. With seven or fewer items,
sequence them with the mostfrequently used item
at the top. If there is no significant difference in
the frequency and use, display the itemsin alpha-
betical sequence. If the menu contains eight or
more items, display them in alphabetic sequence
irrespective of their frequency of use.

♥Mixing information with the menu provides users
with some reward for their effort.

♥Users should be able to step back up through the
hierarchy, retracing the route of their descent.

♥Users should be able to retain a mental modelof
the root structure of the tree. Cross-routeing bet-
ween different branches of the hierarchy can
cause users to becomedisoriented.

♥Finally, menu screens should be avoided where the
data is complex or unstructured.

5. Multi-window screens
Windowsare a recent innovation, by which two or
morediscrete displays may be shownsimultaneously
on the screen of an intelligent terminal or personal
computer. The technique demands complex software,
as well as high-performance hardware with a bit-
mapped high-resolution screen (upwards of 512 x 512
display positions), a large display memory and a
powerful processor. First introduced on the Xerox
Star, windows were later adapted by Apple for the
Lisa personal computer and more recently by other
suppliers of personal computers andintelligent ter-
minals. As the cost of hardware continuesto fall, so
more devices may be expected to offer window
features. The Xerox Star, for instance, was priced at
about $15,000 in 1981. By early 1984, its price had
been reduced to $10,000, about twice that of a con-
ventional personal computer. The price differential of
devices with and without multi-window display
features may be expected to drop in the future,
perhapstoaslittle as 20 per cent by 1986.

Because windowing techniquesarestill new,little for-
mal researchhas yet been undertaken into the human
factors associated with their use. In our research we
found that senior managers who have becomepion-
eers in using multi-window displays are generally en-
thusiastic about them. Compared with conventional
displays, their main benefit is the ease of use, and
particularly the ease with which information (text or
graphics) can be transferred from one application
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window to another. A typical example we en-
countered was that of a manager using a Lisa for
VisiCalc, graphics plotting and text editing in three
concurrent windows. Windowsenable one part of a
display to be used for data and text while another part
is used for graphics.
To take full advantage of the ability to transfer infor-
mation between windowsrequires a method of rapidly
identifying points on the display. For this, some users
find the conventional keyboard-operated cursor con-
trol to be less than satisfactory. Onealternative is the
mouse, though our research revealed mixed feelings
about it: newcomerslike it, but experienced users
saw little advantagein it. Another alternative is to
touch the screen, either with a finger or a light pen.
Again, we encountered mixed feelings about these
methods.
At present, windowsare used mainly with stand-alone
personal computers. Thereis very little use of win-
dows in corporate applications. However, a few
organisations (for example, the Greater London Coun-
cil) are experimenting with systems in which one or
more windowsona single device can act as terminals
to a mainframe, whilst other windowscarry out local
word processing, graph plotting, and so forth. The
idea is to access information processed on main-
frames, or available from external sources, and to
manipulateit locally for inclusion in other documents.
In summary, windows appearto be a powerfultool
for presenting information to managers. We expect
them to become more widely usedaspricesfall and
as devices with windowing techniques are connected
to corporate systems.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have reviewed the most important
ergonomicfactorsrelating to the successful design
and implementation of systems that present manage-
ment information. The key message is that the
characteristics of the specific user community
towards which an information system is oriented must
be the paramount consideration in the mind of the
system designer. Whether the designer is making
decisions about legibility, or the use of colour, or
appropriate responsetimes, or message and screen
formats, or the use of multi-window displays, the
effective performanceof users must always take pre-
cedence over technical convenience.
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CHAPTER 3
MAN-MACHINE DIALOGUES

Everyday communication between people allowsfor
many inaccuraciesin the language used. If a speaker
or writer makes a syntactic or spelling error, the
listener or readerreadily corrects it. Because present-
day information systems lackthis corrective ability,
they are a sourceoffrustration ♥ particularly to in-
frequent users such as middle and senior managers.
Systems typically respond only to commands that are
structured with total accuracy, using a highly con-
strained artificial language. Users who mis-employ
the language, or make the smallest syntactic mistake,
are greeted by a responsefrom the system whichis
often a cryptic error message: quite unlike the type
of responsethat the user would expect in a person-
to-person communication.

The computer industry has become increasingly
aware of this man-machine communication barrier,
and a shift in emphasis is now in progress. As James
Martin stated more than a decade ago, ☜☁Increasingly,
man must become the prime focus of systems
design. The computeris here to serve him, to obtain
information for him, and to help him do his job. The
ease with which he communicateswithit will deter-
mine the extent to which he usesit. Whether or not
he usesit properly, will depend on the man-machine
language available to him, and how well he is able
to understandit.☝ Despite this warning, the current
state of man-machinedialoguesisstill far from ideal.
System designers must take account ofthree basic
factors concerning man-machine dialogue before
they can hope to implement systems that success-
fully present data to managers:
♥The importance of dialogues.
♥Thecharacteristics of the various dialogue modes.
♥Thechoice of an appropriate dialogue mode.
In this chapter we provide an overview of each of
these factors, together with practical guidelines for
dialogue design.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DIALOGUES
A computer dialogue has been defined as a set of
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procedures for exchanging data, commands and
responses between a computer-based system andits
users, via the medium of an interactive device such
as a display screen or a keyboard/ printer terminal.
This interchange between system and useris called
a dialogue becauseit implies initiative by both par-
ties, and because,at least in a limited sense, it has
the properties of a conversation.

The structure of the man-machinedialogueis funda-
mental to users☂ perception of how a system
operates. As far as users are concerned,the dialogue
is the system, to a great extent. If users enjoy the
dialogue and understandits characteristics, they are
likely also to accept the system in general and be able
to useit effectively.If, on the other hand,the dialogue
proves awkward and unfriendly to use,or implies sub-
servience to the system, then users arelikely to take
a hostile view, thereby reducing the overall effective-
ness of that system. Again,this reactionis particularly
true of senior managers.

Good dialogue design is therefore of crucial import-
ance. In many cases,it can be the key to success
or failure of the total system.

Man-machine dialogues should take account of peo-
ple☂s varying needs for feeling that they are in con-trol of the system. In using information systems, thedesire for control apparently increases with people☂sexperience. Inexperienced users may be quite happyfor the computerto taketheinitiative in the dialogueand issue instructions for them to obey, or questionsfor them to answer. But psychological studies haveshownthat, as users gain experience of a system,they usually begin to resent domination by thesystem. Theyfind that a machine-controlled dialoguebecomesa constantirritant that impedestheir effi-ciency. The ideal man-machinedialogue should allowusers to choosethe degree to whichthey control thedialogue.

Dialogue design factors
The primary objective in designing a dialogue is tocreate an environment which makesit as easy aspossible for the user to understand and absorb the
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system's partof the dialogue. There are four key con-
siderations in achieving this ideal:
♥The designer must be awareof the limitations of

the human short-term memory system, and the
associated need for frequent closure. (The
phenomenonof closure was explored morefully
in Chapter 1.)

♥The designer must be aware of the degree of con-
trol over the system that the useris mostlikely to
desire ♥ allowing, within any one transaction, for
the most appropriate conversational ☁atmosphere☂.

♥Nosingle dialogue design can ever be equally
acceptable and effective for all users atall times.
From thefirst stage of system design, therefore,
it is vital for the designer to construct the dialogue
with the characteristics of the intended user
population very much in mind.

♥The designer must provide the means to change
the style of the dialogue. Inexperienced users
prefer a machine-driven dialogue. Experienced
users need to feel that they are controlling the
system.

DIALOGUE MODES
All information system dialogues can be categorised
into one of four modes: direct mode, menu mode,
form-filling mode, and natural-language mode. We
discussin this section the characteristics of each of
these modes, togetherwith their specific advantages
and disadvantages.Later in this chapter we provide
practical guidelines for the use of each of these
modes.

Direct-mode dialogues
Direct-mode dialogues require the system user to
enter commandsusing a syntactically formatted com-
mandstring, with little or no prompting. Two forms
of syntax are used with direct-mode dialogues ♥
positional syntax and keyword syntax.

With positional syntax, the parametersare identified
by their position in the command string. Usually,
delimiters such as commasor other characters are
used to separate adjacent parameters. With keyword
syntax, however, the sequence of the parameters
does not matter. Instead, each parameteris indi-
vidually labelled with a keyword, which should have
an obvious relationship to the reason for the para-
meter☂s existence in the command.

Figure 3.1 provides a summary of the advantages and
disadvantages of direct-mode dialogues.

Menu-modedialogues
Menu-mode dialogues are computer-initiated
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 Figure 3.1 Advantages and disadvantages of direct-mode
dialogues
 

Advantages Disadvantages
 
Concise and precise syntax. Extensive training, followed

by regular use, may be
required to becomefully
proficient in using the
dialogue.

Suitable for frequently
entered commands.
Experienced users can take
the initiative. The user may need to retain

a lot of information in his
memory.Experienced usersfind it to

be the fastest way of
entering commands. Frequent references toprinted manuals or online

aids may be required.
With positional syntax, the
system may havedifficulty in
detecting errors made by the
user.    
 

dialogues that present the user with all the possible
options that he can choose from at a particular point.
The user respondsbytyping an item numberorlet-
ter associated with the option, or entering the item
nameor an abbreviated form of the name,or select-
ing the item bydirect screen interaction with

a

light-
pen or similar device (such as a mouse,or finger
touched on a sensitive screen).

Figure 3.2 provides a summary of the advantages and
disadvantages of menu-made dialogues.

 

Figure 3.2 Advantagesand disadvantagesof menu-mode
dialogues
 

Advantages Disadvantages
 

Ideal for use by
inexperienced or infrequent
users. 
A minimal amount of typing
is required.
The user does not need to
retain a large amount of
information in his memory.
The user may break off from
the task in hand, and easily
returntoit later.  

Experienced users find this
dialogue mode to be slow
andtedious.
Time can be wasted by
following the wrong path
downthe hierarchical
structure.
Users can lose track of
where they currently are in
the hierarchical structure.
For a large numberof
possible choices, menu-
mode dialogues can be very
inefficient.  
 

 

Form-filling-mode dialogues
Form-filling mode is a computer initiated dialogue
wherethe display screenis formatted in a similar way
to a paper form. The descriptive areas of the screen
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Figure 3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of form-filling-
mode dialogues
 

Advantages Disadvantages
 

Training requirements are
minimal, and inexperienced
users can easily use this
dialogue mode.
Form-filling is a familiar
activity for mostoffice staff.
The user does not need to
retain a lot of information in
his memory.

Someusers experience
difficulty in positioning the
cursor at the appropriate
place on the screen.
Data fields are displayed in
a fixed sequence,
irrespective of the user's
preference.
Most people dislike filling in

_ forms.Lengthy menudisplays are
not required.    
 

cannot be modified from the keyboard, whilst other
areas can be usedfor the entry of specific data items.
The advantages and disadvantages of the use of
form-filling-mode dialogues are shownin Figure 3.3.
Natural-language dialogues
In a natural-language dialogue a user instructs the
computer, in text or the spoken word, in the same
way as he would another person. At present, there
are very few examplesoftrue ☁natural-language☂ man-
machine dialogues. Those examplesthat do exist de-
mand that the domain of the conversationislimited,
andthatthe natural languageis restricted in both syn-
tax and vocabulary. In most cases the language used
in the man-machine communication has to be a
stylised formal version of the full language used in
everyday conversation.
Computer systems that can understandfully a natural
language in the way that humans canwill not be

 

Figure 3.4 Advantages and disadvantages of natural-
language dialogues
 

Advantages Disadvantages
 

Usersfind it difficult to use
the strict grammatic
structure.

Resemble everyday
communication most closely.
Extremelyflexible andpowerful. Compared with a face-to-

face conversation, users do
Stimulate users to not find them ☁natural☂.experiment. Many people express them-

selves in languagethatis
inconsistent and ambiguous.
Inexperienced users mayexpecttruly humanconversational characteris-
tics from the information   system.
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developedin the foreseeable future. Such systems
would require both advancedlinguistic capabilities,
and knowledgeabout the world and the complex rea-
soning capabilities of humans. As a result, true
natural-language dialogues will remain limited in
scope for many years to come. Nevertheless, they
will be used successfully in specific applications, and
theywill be used more widely when workstations (and
other terminal devices) are provided with substantial
amounts of processing power, and when connected-
speech voice-recognition systems become commer-
cially available.

The advantages and disadvantages of natural-
language dialogues are summarised in Figure 3.4.

CHOOSING THE APPROPRIATE DIALOGUE
MODE
Selecting the appropriate dialogue modeis an import-
ant decision for the designer. When making the
choice, the designer mustfirst consider the charac-
teristics of the planned man-machine dialogue, and
then must match the dialogue modeto the particular
application.

Dialogue characteristics
The characteristics of man-machine dialogues can
be classified under five main headings: initiative,flex-
ibility, complexity, power and information load.
Initiative
The party that controls the flow of a dialogueis said
to have taken the initiative in the dialogue. In a
system-initiated dialogue, the user inputs command
parameters or values in response to some form of
prompting by the computer system. The most com-mon forms of system-initiated dialogues are menu
dialogues and form-filling dialogues.
System-initiated dialogues are preferable for inex-periencedor infrequent users, but experienced usersfind them satisfactory only when there are a fewtransactions, or when the system responsetimeisvery short. Regular or experienced users find longresponsetimes with a system-initiated dialogue to bevery distracting.
Flexibility
Flexibility is a measure of the number of ways inwhich a dialogue can be used to accomplish a given
function. High flexibility can be achieved either by pro-viding users with a large number of commands, orby allowing users to define (or redefine) the com-
mandsas theyseefit.
Flexible dialogues can impair the performanceofin-experienced users by causing them to make more
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Plate 1 Additive colour generation

 
Luminous colours, such as those generated bya display terminal,
are generated by mixing the additive primary colours. (See Chap-
ter 2.)

Plate 2 Subtractive colour generation

 
Colour hard copy devices, such asplotters, use subtractive col-
our generation to deriving secondary colours from subtractive
primary colours. (See Chapter 2.)
 

 

Plate 3 The Munsell colour solid

Scares     

Colors canfeelwarm orcool,
Valud>_>
=i

The Munsell colour solid is a device that is frequently used to
organise colour. This device lookslike an irregular globe. Values
are measured along the globeaxis:lighter colours at the top and
darker colours at the bottom. The Munsell coloursolid is used by
graphic designers to choose complementary colours. (See Chap-
ter 2.)

    

 

        
Plate 4 The colour wheel

Bright colours Neutral colour
Adjacent Colours

values values

A colour wheel contains a selection of colours arranged in order
according to their sequence in the spectrum. This arrangement
allowstherelationships betweentheindividual colours to be iden-
tified. (See Chapter 4.)
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 Plate 5 The effect of background on colours

  

The appearanceof any onecolourwill change according to the colourof the background upon whichit is displayed. (See Chapter 2.)
 

 Plate 6 Colour for emphasis

 

Objectives
* To complete project by

November 18
* To meet target budget
* To have reject rate of

less than 10% 
  
 

Objectives
To complete project by
November 18

* To meet target budget
* To have reject rate of

less than 10%   
Colour can be an excellent mechanism for providing emphasisifit is used sparingly. The top example of a text slide shows howusing one colour canalter dramatically the impact of a monochromeimage. The bottom examplecontains many colours resulting in aconfused graphic message. (See Chapter 2)
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Plate 7 The effects of screen crowding and colour abuse

 

This is an example of what not to do with a colour display device.The crowding of data and excessive use of colour confuse andfrustrate the viewer. (See Chapter 2.)
 

 Plate 8 Multi-colourline charts for trend comparison
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  1947 1982 1087 1962 1987 1972 1977ORIGINAL: PEN PLOTTER  REPRODUGED ON XEROX

This type of simple three-colour linechart can easily and quicklybe output to low cost pen plotters for use in statistical analysis.(See Chapter4.)
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Plate 9 Graphic presentation of geographic data   ORIGINAL: PEN PLOTTER REPRODUCED ON XEROX
This example shows one commonly usedapplication of colour hard
copy business computer graphics. This techniqueallows the viewer
easily to perceive the relative distribution of sales over a large
geographic area. (See Chapter 4.)
 

 

Plate 10 Multi-colour overhead projector slides

Crown Zellerbach Corp. Financial Summary
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 19801876 1978

I@COqaphics
SOURCE: INFORMATION SYSTEMS NEWS

Managementpresentations can be made more effective through
the creative application of business computer graphicsfacilities.
(See Chapter 4.)

Plate 11 Three-dimensional hard copy graphics
COMPANY ENROLMENT

£7

 

Parts Repairs ToolsDEPT. 1977-1979
Three-dimensional graphic techniques can be abused and are often
applied incorrectly. This is an exampleofintelligently applied, three-
dimensional graphics. The nature of the data to be presented lends
itself well to three-dimensional display and the chart is clear and
uncluttered. (See Chapter 4.)
 

 

Plate 12 Rapid and effective communication of business
data

 

Businessgraphics technology can be usedto present management
data much moreeffectively than tabular reports. (See Chapter5.)
 

 

Plate 13 Powerful mainframe graphics capabil
ACCUMULATED PRESSURE CHANGES
   

  Today☂s leading mainframe graphics packages provide the user
with imaging capabilities that are limited only by the imagination.
(See Chapter 4.) 
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 Plate 14 Colour hard copy output from SpectramapSPECTRAMAP晳BELGIUM - ANTACIDS + ANTIULCERANTS - DIAGNOSES - RX - 1981
ax
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MAALOX
GELUSIL-- = TRISIBAM= ♥ = ♥♥♥------ a♥aoaxme = ♥

STOMACH ULCER
GASTRITIS-DUODENITIS \© JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA 1983 1 TMS 12 MONTHS M.A. T.P.J. LEWI INFORMATION SCIENCE DEPT. INFORMATION CONTENT 99 PC M4Multivariate data relationships can be depicted graphically by Spectramap,a graphics presentation package developedbythe informa-tion services division of Janssen Pharmaceutica, Belgium. This example of colour plotter output depicts how the relationships betweenmedical disorders and medications can be reported to product developmentstaff. (See Chapter 5.)
 

 Plate 15 35mm slides from graphic display images

[FINANCIAL

HIGHLIGHTS

♥_|

in Millions of Dollars  
Thesereprints of 35mm slides, produced byhigh-quality screen Copiers, depict two excellent examplesofeffective corporate data presentationtechniques. (See Chapter 6.)
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errors. Inexperienced users often prefer familiar but
more lengthy methodsofinteraction, even whenthe
system provides optional short-cuts. Highly flexible
dialogues should therefore be made available only to
experienced users.
Complexity
The complexity of a dialogueisrelatedtoits flexibility,
and usually refers to the numberof options available
to the user at a given pointin the dialogue. Low com-
plexity is achieved either by using a small numberof
commandsorbypartitioning the commands,so that
the user selects from only a small set at a time.

The effects of providing a complex dialogue are not
clear, but there is evidence to suggest that a large
numberof redundant, or overlapping, commands can
impair user performance.

Power
The power ofa dialogue is defined as the amount of
work accomplished by a system in response to a
single user command. A powerful dialogue means
that the user can accomplish a complex operation
with a single command. The same operation would
require several commandsin a system with a less
powerful dialogue. Dialogue poweris related both to
flexibility and complexity.

Somedialoguesprovide only a limited range of high-
powered commands, but the result can be a system
of less-general application than one that uses a
dialogue with a largerset of less powerful commands.
On'the other hand, providing powerful commands
tendsto increase the complexity of the dialogue. One
effective approachis to partition the dialogue so that
the less experienced user is exposedto a sub-setof
the simpler commands.Asthe users gain experience,
they can then progressively be allowed accessto the
more powerful commands.

Information load
Informationload relates to the extent that the dialogue
interaction employs the memory and/or cognitive pro-
cessing resourcesof the user. User performance can
be adversely affectedif the informationloadis either
too high ortoo low. The basic principle here is that
the designer must compromise between making a
dialogue difficult and bewildering for the user, or mak-
ing it overtengthy and tedious to use. The user☂s
efficiency can just as easily be reduced by confusion
at one extreme as by boredom andfrustration at the
other.

Matching the dialogue modeto the application
Twobasic principles need to be applied when selec-
ting an appropriate dialogue mode for a particular ap-
plication. First, the designer must be aware of the
characteristics of the user community for which the
dialogueis intended. Second, the designer must know
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a good deal about the tasks that will be performed
by the system.
The table in Figure 3.5 (overleaf) summarises the
results of experiments carried out at British Telecom☂s
research laboratoriesinto factors affecting the choice
of dialogue. The table shows howto identify the user
and task characteristics to be taken into accountin
the choice of an appropriate dialogue style. Regret-
tably, the ergonomicsliterature provideslittle direct
guidance on how to select the appropriate dialogue
style to matchtheidentified factors. Figure 3.5 does,
however, provide general guidelinesfor relating basic
dialogue properties to certain user and task charac-
teristics.

PRACTICAL GUIDELINES FOR DIALOGUE
DESIGN
During our research for this report we examined
several approachesfor designing information system
dialogues, identifying nine practical guidelines:

1. Use prototypes
Before producing the final version of any interface
or system the designer should build a trial model, or
prototype, for a thorough evaluation by the intended
user population. The structure of the system should
be modular, so that the dialogue can be changed
easily to reflect experience gained during evaluation.

2. Provide users with immediate feedback
The system should provide users with an immediate
and unambiguous response. The feedback should be
sufficient to identify the type of activity taking place,
and it may occur evenbeforethe activity is completed
(to make the user aware that the system has
accepted the command andis processingit).

3. Use familiar terminology
The dialogue should be designedasif it were a con-
versation between two members of the user com-
munity, so the terminology employed should be
familiar to those involved in the particular interaction
and application.
4. Ensure consistency and uniformity
The designer must ensurethatall terminology and
operations are consistently applied and universally
available throughout the entire system. Once a user
has employed a procedureora set of rules, he may
reasonably expect them alwaysto be applied in the
same wayin similar contexts.

5. Relate systems responsesto user actions
Responsesfrom the system must appear to be clear
and direct consequencesofthe user☂s action.In other
words, the designer should not allow the system to
produce apparently random responses.
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 Figure 3.5 Factors affecting choice of dialogue

 Factor Parameters Comments
 Purpose of dialogue Enquiry/data input/

database administration
 

 

Usertype Specialist/regular/casual Specialised languages are suitable for specialist users only. Regularusers Can remember command codes, parameters, formatting rules,etc. without much prompting.
Userrole Active/passive Anactive terminal user initiates computer operations, 俉.g. makingenquiries, entering data, etc. A passive user respondsto actionsinitiated by the computer, e.g. computer requests for information, etc.Many users have both functions at different points in the dialogue.
 User intelligence Average > high Over- or underestimating a user's capacity for logic, storing newinformation, his speed of operating, etc. can adversely effect hisperformance.
 User tolerance High > low Someusers are easily frightened by error messagesor by thedialogue failing to go according to plan. Others will persist until theyovercomethedifficulties. May be necessary to design dialoguesdeliberately for the ☁non-rugged☂ user ♥ i.e. stable dialogues whereuser who strays from the right path can returnto it easily.
 Level of user harassment High > low Working conditions of user are importantto dialogue.If userisworking understress, time pressure, people interrupting him, etc. thennecessary to construct a brief simple dialogue allowing easy recoveryfrom distraction, e.g. not entering long command strings, etc.
 Level of user training <5 mins; <1 day; >1 day;

>1 week Not all users can receive a long and detailed training. Dialogue canbe designed very differently if the user is to undergo extensivetraining. Appropriate degree of user vs. computer initiation will varywith the amount of user training.
 System response time <1 sec; 14secs; >4 secs/;

>15 secs
 Type of data Complex > simple

Numerical/alphabetical/
graphical
 Affects what dialogue type, display format, command structures, etc.,are appropriate.

 

Volume of data High > low
Input/output

Order of data input Sequential/changeable/ If sequential, fixed sequence dialogue is appropriate. But sometimesrandom may beeasier for the user to be able to enter data in any sequencehe chooses(e.g. in directory enquiries operator's task).
 Importance of data
accuracy Very important

> unimportant
On some systems, accuracy of user input is crucial. In these cases,choose data structures which lessen the chanceof user errors, e.g.multiple checking, high redundancy on items, etc.
 Sourceof data Form/document of standard

format/over telephone/user☂s memory
Asfar as possible, relate computer dialogue organisation to formatand sequencing of input source.
 Terminal type Keyboard printer (fast or

slow)VDU Speed of terminal affects what type of dialogue is appropriate.
 Type of processing Localintelligence at

terminal or not Affects system response times, error handling, editing, etc.
 Numberof applications Single/multiple applications

per terminal If only one dialogue per terminal, dialogue can be differentlystructured than if there are several. With multiple applications, usuallyunwise to employ specially labelled keys or to use mnemonicsthatcould be remembered for one application but not for others.   
(Source: Man-machine dialoguedesign,British Telecom Rese:Infotech State of the Art Report: Man/Computer Commu:

arch Laboratories, 1982; adapted from Designof Dialoguesfor Interactive CommercialApplications,nication, 1979; © David Hebditch Ltd., 1979)
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6. Ensure flexibility
The dialogue must be flexible enough to allow the
characteristics of the system interface to be changed
as users gain experience, andastheir ability to use
the system improves. The dialogue design should not
be a constraint on the inherent humanability to find
new ways of performing the same task.

7. Provide positive control
The user needstofeelthat heis in control of the sys-
tem, so he needs to know where he currently is in
the system hierarchy, how he got there, and where
he can goto. In addition, the user should be provided
with a reset key or commandthat aborts the current
activity cleanly and returns him to the previous state.

8. Validate dialogue inputs
The syntax and contentsof dialogue inputs should be
at least partially validated immediately they are
entered. Whereverpossible, the input process should
automatically try to correct obvious syntax or con-
tent errors. Failing this, the user himself should be
given the opportunity to revise incorrect inputs before
the system attempts to act on them.

9. Log all activities
The system should be usedto keep records of system
anduseractivities, so that the behaviourof both can
be evaluated regularly. The log can also be used as
an audit trail.

Design recommendations for dialogue modes
We nowprovide a series of specific design recom-
mendations for each of the four dialogue modes
described earlier in this chapter on pages 17 and 18.

Direct-mode dialogues
Direct-mode dialogues are suitable only for frequent
and experienced users who havereceived

a

signifi-
cant amountoftraining. In order to reduce the user☂s
memory load, direct-mode dialogues should use
easily remembered and explicit command words,
consistent formats, and short command strings. A
help facility should also be available so that the user
can easily remind himself of the syntax rules. Key-
word (as opposedto positional) syntax should be used
when the application requires lengthy command
strings,orif the sequencing of data is variable. If posi-
tional syntax is used, the sequence of the items
should be as close as possible to the natural order
that would occur when the user thinks about the
command.

With direct-mode dialoguesit is particularly important
for error messagesto be presentedclearly, so that
users canidentify errors within a commandstring
without needing to refer to an external information
source.
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Menu-mode dialogues
Menu-modedialoguesare particularly suitable for in-
experienced or infrequent users. Nevertheless, a
multiple selection technique should be employed so
that an experienced user can enter several menu
choices at the sametime. This procedure allows the
experienced user to proceed rapidly through multi-
ple levels of the menu to reach the required level.
The actual method used for selecting the menu
options must also be chosencarefully. Devices such
as light-pens, a mouseor touch-sensitive screens do
not allow a sequence of menu options to be pre-
selected. Their use should be restricted to applica-
tions where the majority of users are inexperienced,
or where usageis infrequent.

Form-filling-mode dialogues
Form-filling-mode dialogues are suitable for all types
of users, and particularly for applications that have
a significant data-entry element. Form-filling is
suitable for applications in which the user input is
dominated by parameter values rather than by system
commands. If an input form is used, the order of
parameters on the screen should correspond with
that on the source document. Alternatively, the
parameters should be presented in the sequencein
which the user may logically be expected to think of
them.
Natural-language-mode dialogues
Whenusing a natural-language dialogue the user
mustnot be led to believe that the system has greater
intelligence thanit actually possesses, northat the
computer can make inferencesin the same waythat
a human does. The system designer must therefore
provide a dialogue language that makes apparentto
the userthe logical procedures on whichit is based.

Except for some specialised applications, natural-
language dialogues are unlikely to be cost-effective
for several years to come.Indeed, for many applica-
tions they could prove to be a poor substitute for
structured, unambiguous command languages based
on a restricted grammar.

SUMMARY
The man-machine dialogue is a crucial element in
determining the success of an information system.
In this chapter we have discussed howdifferent types
of users and applications require different dialogue
modes.In particular, inexperienced and infrequent
users of information systems have requirements that
are different from those of experienced and frequent
users. The application of information technology con-
tinues to develop at a rapid pace. Thetrend is for
more and more people in all types of organisations
to use computer systems as and when it is
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convenient for them to do so. System designers can
no longer count on a dedicated group of users,
prepared to overcome every obstacle to get at the
information they require.
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Wenowturnourattention to the recent developments
in the use of business computer graphics which, to
a large extent, are responsible for widening theinfor-
mation systems☂ user base.
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Computer graphics techniques have been used for
many years in scientific and engineering applications
such as laboratory test analysis and computer-aided
design and manufacturing. More recently there has
been a surgeof interest, particularly in the United
States, in using these techniques for commercial
applications suchasfinancial planning and analysis,
managementreporting, and production and inventory
management. Plates 8 to 12 show sometypical
graphics displays produced by some of these appli-
cations.
In the United States, the installed base of mainframe
graphics software packages has grownrapidly. The
acknowledged market leaders in the field of main-
frame-based business graphics software are SASIn-
stitute (who supply SAS/Graph), and Integrated Soft-
ware Systems Corporation (ISSCO). The SAS/Graph
package increasedits user base from 750 installa-
tions in December 1981 to more than 2,500 at the
end of October 1983. ISSCO, which specialises in
graphics packages, has enjoyed even greater suc-
cess with its Disspla and Tell-A-Graf packages.

The earliest users of business graphics were often
in organisations that already were using colour
graphics for other applications. Pharmaceutical com-
panies are a case in point. Theyfirst used colour
graphics systems for laboratory test analyses,later
widening their applications to include business
graphics. This trend is now evident also in Europe,
where Janssen Pharmaceuticals in Belgium uses
business graphics for market analysis. (This applica-
tion forms one of the case histories in the next
chapter.)
Webelieve that computer business graphics will play
an increasingly importantrole in presenting informa-
tion to managers. In this chapter, we provide an over-
view of the present state of developmentof this field.
Wefirst focus on graphics software. Next we provide
guidance onselecting graphics terminals.Finally, we
summarise the experience to date of implementing
business computer graphics systems.

BUSINESS COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

Recent technological developments in graphics
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displays and hard-copy devices have reducedtheir
pricesto levels where they can now becost-justified
for a wide range of commercial applications. But, as
with other computing devices, graphics hardware
also needs good general-purpose graphics software
to support it.
Until recently, most of the graphics software develop-
ment effort was devoted to mainframe-based
packages. Business graphics specialists, such as
SASInstitute and ISSCO, concentrated on this type
of system, because the packages(largely codedin
Fortran) required mainframe processing power. In
addition, early users of graphics software packages
were large organisations who could afford to pay the
high prices necessary to recover the substantial
development cost incurred by the suppliers.

Today, these mainframe-based business graphics
software packages are becoming available also for
a wide range of minicomputers and 32-bit microcom-
puters. Other graphics packages are being developed
specifically for 8 and 16-bit microcomputers. For
example, ISSCO☂s Tell-A-Graf package, which is
aimed at end users rather than developmentstaff, is
now available for use with more than 30 operating
systems, including Unix.

Mainframe-based business graphics software
There is a strong and increasing demand for com-
prehensive mainframe-based business graphics
facilities. Compared with a microcomputer-based
package, a mainframe-based package has the
advantage that it permits several users simul-
taneously to access the same database and use the
same graphicssoftware. In this way, a graphicssoft-
ware package can be used simultaneously by up to
400 users (the precise number depending on the
hardware andsoftwarefacilities available). Some loss
of immediacyis inevitable, however, because users
will not always have accessto dedicated stand-alone
graphics equipment. But users who have a regular
requirementto produce charts,for example,are often
content to enter their request into the system and
then pick up their charts a few hourslater.

A second advantage of a mainframe-based graphics
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Figure 4.1 Leading mainframe-based graphics packages

Company and Gry} Marketproducts Description share (%)
ISSCO 76Tell-A-Graf* A user-friendly, command-

oriented system for transferring
data into charts and graphs.

Disspla* Comprehensive set of 700 sub-
routines that allow graphics to
be integrated into many
applications.

IBM 12GDDM
(Graphic A basic set of routines thatData Display

|

allow programmers to createManager) graphics programs on an IBM
colour terminal and printer.

Interactive A menu-driven demonstrationCharting program that makesbar,line,Utility and pie charts on the basis of
data typed at a particular IBM
colour graphics terminal.

Tektronix 7Easy A commandlanguage toGraphing producebar, pie, and line
charts on Tektronix terminals
andplotters.

Interactive A sub-routine package to doGraphics three-dimensional and other
Library charting on Tektronix

equipment.
SAS(Statistical 4Analysis System)

SAS/Graph A line, bar, pie chart, and
mapping packageintegrated
into SAS, which drives a limited
numberof graphics devices.

SPSS(Statistical 1
Package for the
Social Sciences)

SPSS/Graph__|A line, bar, and pie charting
system that offers device
independenceintegrated into
SPSS.     

*Device independent; drives all graphics devices.

(Source: Proceedings of the Online Computer Graphics '82 conference,London, October 1982)
 

packageisthatit is only this type of graphicssoft-ware that can provide the wide range of powerfulfacilities required to satisfy the diverse requirementsfound in a typical large commercial organisation.
Figure 4.1 lists the leading mainframe-based graphicspackages, togetherwith their key characteristics. Theentries are listed in the sequence of the suppliers☂share of the United States market in 1980, but the
overall picture has not changed significantly since
then.
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The graphics packageslisted in the figurefall into two
types:
♥End-user systems that can be accessed by people

without specialist data processing skills. ISSCO☂s
Tell-A-Graf, IBM☂s Interactive Charting Utility and
Tektronix☂s Easy Graphingareallin this category.

♥Sub-routine libraries that must be included in a
PL/1, Cobol or Fortran program. Examples include
ISSCO☂s Disspla, IBM☂s GDDM and Tektronix☂s
Interactive Graphics Library.

The SAS/Graph and SPSS/Graph packages can be
classified as pseudo end-user systems. Although theycannot be usedreadily by inexperienced staff, theyare easy to use by those whoare already thoroughlyfamiliar with the SAS and SPSSstatistical packages.
The fastest growth rate in the use of mainframegraphicssoftwareis in the area of end-user systems.The great attraction of packages suchas Tell-A-Grafand Interactive Charting Utility is that they can beused without reference to a Fortran or Cobol pro-grammer. Typically, a secretary, technician, or evena manager, canbe using this type of graphics systemproductively after a morning☂s tuition. Nevertheless,the sub-routinelibraries are also selling well, and arebeing purchased to providefacilities not available withthe end-user systems.
At the end of 1983, mainframe-based graphic soft-ware packages cost from $2,500 for Easy Graphingto $25,000 for Tell-A-Graf. The SAS, SPSS, and IBMpackagescould only be rented, however. SAS/Graphcost (in addition to the cost of the SASstatisticalpackage) $2,500forthefirst year☂s rental, and $1,500per year thereafter. The IBM package cost approx-imately $3,000 per year (depending on the featureschosen). SPSS/Graph cost about $8,000in thefirstyear, and $4,000 in subsequent years. With all ofthese packages,users can select from options thatdetermine whether the package is device indepen-dent, the flexibility of the package,the graphics reso-lution, and the level of support from the supplier.
Thetrendis for data processing departments to pur-chase(or rent) mainframe graphics packages thatcan be sharedby a large numberofusers.In this cir-cumstance,costis not an obstacle, because the dataprocessing departmentwishes to acquire

a

fully fea-tured package that can be used by the widest pos-sible community. Plate 13 illustrates the type ofgraphical outputthat a fully featured mainframe com-puter software package canprovide.
Selecting mainframe-based business graphicssoftware
Mainframe business graphics packagesoften providea bewildering choice of options. There are, however,ten key software characteristics that are important.
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7. User-friendliness
The package should encourage peopleto use it, so
the quality of the man-machine dialogue must be
evaluated carefully. The ideal package provides
natural-language commands, supplemented (where
appropriate) by prompts. Such command-driven sys-
tems avoid the constraints of prompt-driven or menu-
driven dialogues (see Chapter 4). Nevertheless,judici-
ous use of prompts can be helpful, particularly for in-
experienced or infrequent users, because they
remove the need to remember every commandin the
language. It is also desirable that the software
package should allow the user to choosethe type of
dialogue mode he wishesto use.

2. Flexibility and quality
Flexibility relates both to the range of possible appli-
cations and to the rangeof graphic features available.
The quality of the graphics is concerned with features
such as the thickness and smoothnessoflines on the
display or printout, automatic layout of the graphics,
the sharpness of colours, the ease with which dif-
ferent shadings can be differentiated, and so forth.
3. Multi-plotting features
The package should beable to prepare multiple high-
quality plots on one page. Although a page of output

CHAPTER 4 BUSINESS COMPUTER GRAPHICS

should not be crowded with an excessive numberof
plots, there are instances where the presentation of
multiple images on the same pageis the only effec-
tive way of presenting a graphic message.

4. Device and layout independence
Ideally, graphics software should be able to support
all current and future graphics devices. But, in addi-
tion to device independence,the software should also
enable a chart to be reformatted automatically to take
advantage of the particular graphics device being
used.
5. Machine independence
The graphicssoftware should not be restricted to use
on one range of hardware.
6. Use of non-graphics terminals
Manyof the potential users of the graphics software
do not have immediate access to a graphics terminal.
Some graphics packages provide the option to pre-
view a graphics image on a regular display terminal
before thefinal hard copy is produced on a graphics
printer or plotter.
7. Links with personal computers
Someuserswill already have personal computers on

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             
 

 

Figure 4.2 Graphics software characteristics by application type
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their desks and will want to be able to use them toinitiate a requestfor a chart. Ideally, they should alsobe able to preview the chart on their personal com-puters.

8. Pre-formatted charts
Once a chart format has been defined, the softwareshould be able to store it ready for future use. Setsof designs should also be combinedinto chart booksfor each application area. This Capability is a particu-larly useful means of extending the use of computergraphics to a wider audiencein the organisation.
9. Instant production of executive chartsSenior managers should be provided with rapid andeasy accessto the graphicsfacilities. Usually, thiswill meanthat a fully composedsetof chartsis avail-able ☁at the touch of a button☂ to senior executives.
10. Integration with data processing applicationsand databases
In most organisations, there are manypossibilities forusing graphics software in conjunction with existingapplication databases.The graphics package selec-ted should be ableeasily to interface with programswritten in most of the well-known mainframelanguages.
Matching graphics software characteristics withapplications
Different types of application require different mixesof the ten key graphics software characteristicsoutlined above. Figure 4.2 (page 29)identifies thecharacteristics that are mandatory for a range ofcommon graphics application areas.

Microcomputer-basedbusinessgraphics software
The Xerox Star and Apple Lisa products pioneeredthe use of graphics features as an integral part of amicrocomputer-based system. Now every businessmicrocomputer or personal computer offers someform of graphics. Digital Research and Microsoft haveboth recently announcedextensionstotheir operatingsystem products that makeit possible for virtually anymicrocomputerto provide business graphics featuressuch as multi-window displays, mouse cursor control,icons and screen painting. The Microsoft-Windowssoftware is available to hardware manufacturers andOEMsata cost to the end userof less than $100.By the end of 1983, more than 20 manufacturers, in-cluding Data General, Digital Equipment Corporation,Hewlett-Packard and Texas Instruments had con-cluded agreements with Microsoft for this product.
Weare convinced that the availability of microcom-
puters with an easy-to-use, graphics-based man-machineinterface is of fundamentalsignificancein
presenting management information. Many managers
from a wide variety of industries are realising that
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systems such as these, are a very effective means
of removing the barriers between. an information
system and its users ♥ particularly if these systems
also provide access to corporate databases.

SELECTING GRAPHICS TERMINALS
Having reviewedthefield of computer graphics soft-
ware both for mainframe and microcomputers we
turn now to lookbriefly at the question of selecting
graphics terminals. Some useful guidance waspro-vided to delegates on the 1983 Foundation Study Tourby J Warnerof Precision Visuals Inc. Mr Warnersaidthat the starting point, in common with any otherequipmentselection exercise,is to set downin writing
a summary of application requirements. Surprisingly,this seemingly obvious task is often overlooked bypeople who become over-enthusiastic aboutthe tech-nology.
Graphics terminals today offer a wide range offeatures. As with many other hardware devices, notall of the features are justified by the typical applica-tion. In Figure 4.3 welist the features under fourheadings, in descending order of importance.

Having determined what features are needed, thenext step is to assess suppliers☂ products, using achecklist such as the one set out in Figure 4.4.
 Figure 4.3 Typical categorisation of graphics terminalfeatures
 

Essential features
♥ Serial interface to host
♥ Host compatibility
♥ Hardwarelines, symbols, text♥ Usefor standard alphanumeric applications

Important features
♥ Colour (eight or more)
♥ Hardware polygonalfill♥ Atleast four character sets♥ Pixel addressable characters♥ Hardwarelinestyles
♥ Medium resolution (512 x 390)

Less important features♥ Compact co-ordinate protocol♥ Hardware shading patterns♥ Different hardware typestyles♥ Linewidth control
♥ Background colour and colour lookup tables♥ Operator control of graphics and alpha planes♥ Locator input♥ Scrolling alphanumeric window♥ Audio options♥ Local hardcopy option

Non-essential features
♥ Pixel manipulation Capabilities♥ More than 16 concurrent colours♥ Device-level displaylist  ♥ Local image transformations
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IMPLEMENTING BUSINESS COMPUTER
GRAPHICS

The biggest difficulty facing an organisation that
wishes to introduce a business computer graphics

. system is to estimate what the user demandwill be.
If the potential user community is asked about the
likely applications and the volume of output, the
response will be limited. The problem is that most
people cannot envisage in advance how they can suc-
cessfully use business graphics.

This apparent lack of user demand often meansthat
the first business graphics implementation is on a
small scale. Typically, the task is assigned to a
technical group, or to a single application program-
mer, or as a part-time activity. In this situation, com-
puter graphics usually becomes the exclusive tech-
nical domain of data processing staff, and never
becomes a corporate resource.

Nevertheless, many of the organisations in the United
States that have implemented computer graphics sys-
tems have managedto avoid this difficulty. The key
to successliesin anticipating a broader demandfor
business graphics than wasoriginally suggested by
user predictions, and in building an environmentin
which computer graphics can be usedeasily by a
wide variety of staff. Experience has shownthat the
use of business graphics grows at a compoundrate
after its initial introduction.

To date, mostof the successful implementations of
business graphics have involved the use of main-
frame-based packages with comprehensive graphics
facilities. But the situation is now changing, and many
of today☂s minicomputer and microcomputer-based
business graphics packages are now able to meet
the needs of many diverse users.

During our research we encountered many suc-
cessful implementations of computer business
graphics.In the next chapter wepresentfive of these
as casehistories.
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CHAPTER 4 BUSINESS COMPUTER GRAPHICS

 Figure 4.4 A buying checklist for graphics terminals
 
Know your environment

♥ General or specific applications?
♥ Comfort requirements of the ☁typical☂ user
♥ Wherewill the device be used?
♥ Howoften will the device be used?
♥ Ergonomic considerations

Understand your performance
♥ Develop a measure of picture complexity
♥ Speed ofpicture display
♥ Serial vs. parallel interface
♥ CPU-bound vs. 1/0 bound
♥ Arrange a demonstration

Talking with your computer
♥ Availability of standard communication

protocols (for consistent and predictable
communications, look for a safe and simple
protocol)

♥ Different communication speeds
♥ Handshaking procedures
♥ Useof special control characters♥ Vendor-supplied hardware and software for

parallel communication
Special features in the graphics device (do you really
need them?)

Pro ♥ Improved performance
♥ Improved operator interaction/ergonomics
♥ Improved image quality

Con ♥ You normally pay for them
♥ They require device-dependent programming
♥ Canlock you into the vendor

Available software
♥ Third party machine/device-independent
♥ Hardware vendorsoftware
♥ Device-independent
♥ Device-dependent
♥ 1/0 level software

♥ Special application/turnkey software
♥ Building your own

Documentation
♥ Canyou fully understand the device capabilities?
♥ Canyoufully understand the operation of the

device?
♥ Canyou test the device stand-alone?
♥ Illustrations
♥ Troubleshooting

General
♥ Price
♥ Installed customer base
♥ Productfamily
♥ Maintenance☂reliability/upgrading
♥ Easeofinstallation
♥ References  
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CHAPTER 5
BUSINESS COMPUTER GRAPHICS CASE HISTORIES

The use of computer graphics techniques for presen-ting information to managers is a fairly recentdevelopment. We now describe the experiencesoffive medium-to-large organisations who have suc-cessfully implemented business graphics systems.Four of these organisations are based in the UnitedStates, and this reflects the greater use being madeof business graphics in that country.
Wealso describe the wayin which a private videotexsystem is being used in the United Kingdom to pre-sentinformation to senior managers.Although video-tex is not strictly an example of business computergraphics, it does enable information to be presented,in colour, in a graphical format.

PEPSICO
Pepsicois the parent company of the multinationalfood and beverage organisation whose best-knowntrademark is Pepsi-Cola. Pepsicohasits headquartersin New York State, and the activities related in thiscase history are based there.
At Pepsico, the use of business computer graphicsevolved from three corporate objectives:
♥To develop moreefficient and effective methodsfor communicating information to decision-makingexecutives.
♥Toidentify business opportunities and risks.
♥Tofind newtools to help with the decision-makingprocess.
The project wasinitiated in 1979, with the full sup-port of executive management. Its aim was to pro-vide interactive decision-support graphics on acorporate-wide basis. In the four years since Pepsicobeganusing business computergraphics, the applica-tions have beenin the areasof financial reporting,personnel administration, marketing and sales. Thecompany now usestwofinancial graphics reportingpackages, a personnel administration package withgraphics output, and three applications that present
divisional marketing and sales-volume information.
At the Computer Graphics ☂83 conference in London,
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Susan Ulicny, manager of information systems atPepsico,said that corporate managementconsideredall of these computer graphicsfacilities to be a suc-
cess because:
♥Each packageis customised to matchthe require-ments of a specific sector of the business.
♥Eachapplication is backed up by readily avail-able summary and detailed data, which can be

accessed when queries arise.
♥AIl of the data used by the graphics packagesisintegrated with the company☂s databases and isupdated automatically, so that the most accurateand current data is available for graphicalpresentation.

The information services departments provide a com-plete graphics support service for the corporate head-quarters and the five major operating divisions. Theservice includes requirements analysis, chart designand programming, and the production ofslides andcopies of business graphics outputs. Pepsico☂smanagementbelieves that this arrangement allowsusers to concentrate on getting benefits frombusiness graphics whichhelp them run their businessoperations more productively, rather than on thedetails of generating the business graphicsin thefirstplace.
The business computer graphics services providemore than 600 monthly charts for the corporate-finance vice-president and various corporate busi-ness planners. About 150 of these charts are seenalso by senior managersin the operating divisions.In addition,in the Pepsi-Cola Company(whichis thelargest unit in the beveragesdivision), two graphicspackages present more than 1,000 charts eachmonth for senior executives, including the president.These charts depict financial results, market perfor-mance and administrative statistics. Other operatingunits also make regular use of graphics output, andmore than 500slides per year are requested for ad-hoc presentations.
Pepsico☂s business computer graphics services arebased on a wide variety of graphics hardware andsoftware. The mostsignificant elements are:
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CHAPTER 5 BUSINESS COMPUTER GRAPHICS CASE HISTORIES

♥Chromatics colour terminals. These are eight-
colour interactive graphics workstations that can
also be usedeither as stand-alone computers,or
as terminals to the company☂s IBM mainframes.

♥A Xerox 6500 colour copier. This device can be
used either as a stand-alone colour copier or as
a screen-copier driven by a Chromatics terminal.

♥A Matrix 4007 camera, which can beinterfaced
to a Chromatics terminal to produce 35mm slides,
instant prints and overhead transparencies.

♥|SSCO☂s Tell-A-Graf software. This powerful end-
user oriented graphics software package runs on
the IBM mainframe under CMS, and generates im-
ages which are transferred to a Chromatics
workstation. Pepsico also uses ISSCO☂s Tag-
Prompter, an English-language front-end for Tell-
A-Graf.

♥Standard IBM 3279 colour terminals, which are
used forinteractive graphics. (IBM 3287 colour dot-
matrix printers are also used.)

Pepsico☂s executives believe that the combination of
high-quality presentation and interactive graphics
helps them to make faster and better-informed deci-
sions. The company☂s experiences with these applica-
tions have demonstrated that business computer
graphics can meet the data presentation needs of a
large, diversified organisation.

JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICAN.V.
Janssen Pharmaceuticais a Belgian-based subsidiary
of Johnson & Johnson. Janssen concentrates on the
research and developmentof the pharmaceutical pro-
ducts that are manufactured and marketed by other
Johnson & Johnson companies.
In 1975, Janssen☂s information services department
beganto look for new information systems techniques
that would allow the company☂s marketing function
to use the wealth of existing corporate and industry
data moreeffectively in product planning. The depart-
ment decided to concentrate on the use of graphics
to presentthe results of analyses of a wide range of
industry variables. Data about these variables had
been available to Janssenfor several years from an
independentdata collection service that maintains a
world wide pharmaceuticals database. The problem
was that Janssen☂s marketing staff found it difficult
to use effectively the tabular reports provided by the
database company.In particular, they were unable
to correlate sensibly the key variables contained in
the massof available data.
Under the supervision of Dr PaulJ. Lewi, Janssen☂s
information services manager, this problem was
solved by applying the proven techniques of multi-
variate statistical analysis to the tabular data. Then,
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aidedbyits insights into the key aspects of Janssen☂s
business, Dr Lewi☂s team wasable to develop a pre-
sentation package for Janssen☂s IBM mainframe.This
package depicts graphically the relationships bet-
weenthe key industry variables that determine the
success of a new product in the pharmaceuticals
industry.
Plate 14 provides an exampleof the type of hard copy
graphics prepared by the Spectramap package.This
graph shows the degree of correlation between
various medical conditions and leading medications
prescribed by a sample of physicians. The closer a
particular medication (orange circles) appears to a
particular complaint (green squares), the more applic-
able the medicationis to that complaint. In Dr Lewi☂s
words, this is a measure of the ☁☁attraction☂☝☂ of a
medication to anillness. The graph can be used to
identify potential opportunities in the marketplace for
new medications by focusing onanillness that has
not ☜☁attracted☂☂ many medications.It is also interest-
ing to note that the relative sizes of the circles and
squaresindicate respectively the number of occur-
rencesof the condition or medication in the sample
of data.

The Spectramap package has been used by Jans-
sen☂s marketing departments since 1977. It has now
been used for six product groups in 14 countries.
Reaction from the marketing staff varies. Some say
they could not perform adequately withoutit, while
others say that Spectramapis a useful complement
to other data sources.
At the end of 1983, Janssen wasdiscussing a possi-
ble arrangementwith the database company, which
would permit Spectramap to be used byotherclients
as well. In addition, Janssenis evaluating the poten-
tial of the package for use by other industries.

AMERICAN HOECHST COMPANY
American Hoechstis the United States subsidiary of
oneof the world☂s largest pharmaceutical companies.
The parent company is based in West Germany.
American Hoechstrecently implemented a compre-
hensive business computergraphicsfacility that has
provided a very high return fortheinitial investment.
The company☂s vice-president of information process-
ing stated recently that the graphics software pack-
age (ISSCO☂s Tell-A-Graf) had become the single most
widely used program on the IBM 3033 mainframe.
Moreover, one of the divisional data processing
executives told a meeting of the Drug Information
Association in Boston in 1981 that the business
graphics system had reduced by nearly a year the
time required to bring a new productto the market.

A unique feature of American Hoechst☂s graphics
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CHAPTER 5 BUSINESS COMPUTER GRAPHICS CASE HISTORIES

system is that every terminal connected to the IBM
computer can be used to request charts andplots.
The graphics output requested is routed automatically
to one of the elevendigital plotters (supplied by Zeta
Inc.), that are distributed throughout the organisation.
Theseplotters are attached to the central IBM com-
puter as remote-job-outputstations, and the graphics
output can be obtained from

a

plotterin the same way
that a computer printout can be obtained from aremote printer. In addition, American Hoechst uses
colour terminals and Xerox 6500 CGPcolourlaser
printers, which allow high-volumecolour prints to be
produced by the computerat 180 pages per minute.
American Hoechst has developed a mosteffectivetraining programmethat introduces those staff notfamiliar with computers both to computing andto theTell-A-Graf package. The training programme isrepeated at regular intervals and is aimedatclericalstaff, laboratory technicians and professionalstaff.As a result of these programmes,secretaries have
become enthusiastic users of computer graphics.Many of them now usetheTell-A-Graf English-likecommandsto produce charts for briefings. In addi-tion, the company☂s researchstaff use the softwarepackageto produceclinical charts that have provedmost effective during clinical research reviewmeetings.
American Hoechst☂s advice to other organisationsconsidering the development of corporate-widebusiness graphicsfacilities is as follows:
♥Make the graphics facilities available to all yourcomputerusers. Donotinstall the graphics equip-ment in anisolated, inaccessible location.
♥Ensurethat your training programme covers thebasics of computing beforeit attempts to describethe graphics package. Non-technical staff need tobe familiar with computing concepts before they

begin to learn about computer graphics.
♥Involve the senior data processing executives.They can play an important role both in makinggraphicsfacilities widely available throughout the

organisation, and in promoting their use.

GENERAL MOTORS, DETROIT
Wespoke with Mr Bobby Corr, managerof operationsplanning and analysis in the General Motors Cor-
porate Comptroller's Office. He described two verysuccessful implementations of business computer
graphics in General Motors.

Early in 1982, managementof the Delcodivision,in
conjunction with the Corporate Comptroller☂s Office,
selected the Fingraph financial graphics package to
assist in presenting financial and operational data to
management. Fingraphis a graphics software system
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designed to present management data in a consis-
tent and easily assimilated form. The system is sup-
plied by Fingraph Corporation of Springfield,Illinois.

The Delcodivision uses Fingraph onits VAX hardware
to provide management with 70 different graphic
reports, mostly in the form of screen displays. The
reports are used by aboutfive senior managers and
15 middle managers as an aid to the division☂s
decision-making process.
The Fingraph packageis also usedin the office ofthe corporate vice-president for mechanical compo-nents. This user regularly requests 20to 25differenthard copycharts which depict both the financial per-formanceof his area of responsibility and the various
key operational performanceindicators.
According to Mr Corr, the main benefits of theapproach chosenby General Motorsfor these appli-cations were that the graphic representation of keyperformance indicators had both speeded up thedecision-making process and improvedits effective-ness.
Fingraph was chosen becauseit was the only soft-ware package available that combined an effectivedecision-support database managementtool with astructured presentation format in a package thatcould be easily and quickly implemented.
Examples of some ofthe standard graphics outputsavailable from the Fingraph system are showninFigure 5.1.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF
One company that has successfully begunto exploitminicomputer-based business graphicsfor data pre-sentation and decision-support purposes is Codman& Shurtleff, a Massachusetts-based manufacturerofsurgical instruments and supplies.
Codman & Shurtleff☂s information systems are basedon a variety of hardware including a Wang VS-100minicomputer. During 1981, the company added acolour business graphicsfacility to the systems sup-ported by the Wang hardware. This facility allows thecorporate datafiles to be accessed by any Wang VSworkstation, and the retrieved data to be presentedgraphically. The graphicsperipherals chosen includeHewlett-Packard eight-pen plotters and Ramtek col-our display terminals.
The graphics software package chosen by Codman& Shurtleff was EDC Graphics Impact from Engineer-ing Design Concepts Inc. This package is designedfor use on a computerthatis already running severaldifferent user applications. According to Codman &Shurtleff☂s staff, the EDC software is menu-driven and
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 Figure 5.1 Examples of graphics outputs available from the Fingraph system
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caneasily be operated directly by end users without
the need for programming support. The menus and
control procedures were designed to be similar to
those for other Wang-based applications, and this
feature has reduced the time required to learn how
to use the system. Another factorthat influenced the
company☂s choice of graphics software was the
attraction of a packagethatdid not require a substan-
tial contribution from the system developmentstaff.

Codman & Shurtleff also uses a financial modelling
package thatis linked to the graphics facilities. This
package makesit easy to display graphically various
sets of hypothetical financial data.

So far, the company hasusedits graphics facilities
only for preparing graphics for presentation purposes.
At the time of writing this report, the company was
experimentally using the package to extract data from
the main Wang VS data files and format it for
graphical presentation.

DEBENHAMS
There are now several hundred private videotex
systems operating in the United Kingdom. Manyof
these systems provide an information retrieval ser-
vice for directors and senior managers. One of the
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best-established applications of videotex for mana-
gers is at Debenhams. The Debenhams Group is
amongst the United Kingdom☂slargestretail chains,
operating 67 major departmentstores throughout the
country. Annual revenues in 1983 exceeded £700
million ($1.05 billion). Debenhams☂private videotex
system, knownas Viewbase,was developed by DISC
International, (now a separate companythatis part-
funded by Debenhams), and is now operated on
behalf of the company by DebenhamsApplied Tech-
nology Limited, the software and servicessubsidiary
of Debenhamsplc.

Viewbase wasoriginally implementedin 1981. Its pur-
pose is to improve and extend the updating of and
access to, records stored on Debenhams Applied
Technology☂s computers. Today, more than 250 col-
our videotex terminals are linked to Viewbase. About
two-thirds of the terminals are installed in the stores,
wherethey are used by Debenhamsstore managers
and staff, by shop-in-shop concessionaires, and by
store customers. The remaining terminals are located
in the homes of Debenhams directors and senior
managers.
Several applications have been implemented on View-
base. They include a carpet inventory and order pro-
cessing system, a credit card record. enquiry service,
and a stock replenishment service for use by
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suppliers. But the application that is most widely used
by senior managersis the Flash Sales system.It pro-
vides Debenhams managers with sales and profit
statistics and with managementratios for geographic
regions, stores and departments within stores.
The Flash Sales system offers several hundred
frames of information formatted using the Prestel
videotex display standard. Colours are used asa dis-
tinguishing feature ♥ to differentiate, for instance,
betweensales performance achieved over the same
period this year and last year. About ten per centof
the frames feature graphics, mainly in the form of
histograms.

Virtually all of the directors and senior managers
equipped withtheir owntelevision terminals use the
system regularly from home on Sundays, ready for
the following day☂s work. The information is up-to-
date; it comes from the main database records, which
are updated each weekend.Directors tend to use the
system to obtain an overview of regional perfor-
mance.It is not unusual for a director to remain online
for quite some time on a Sunday. Store managers,
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onthe other hand,tend to use the service for com-parative information about store performance.
Use of the Flash Sales system has grown steadilysince 1981 as more terminals have been connectedand as the scopeof the system has broadened.A re-cent enhancementis Envoy, an electronic messageservice developed by DISC International, which isavailable twenty-four hours a day, and can be usedby senior managers from their home terminals. (Theterminals are connected over standard dial-up tele-phone lines to Debenhams Applied Technology☂sextensive private network. Most connectionsare atlocal-call charge rates.)
The Flash Sales system presents users with a hierar-chical databaseof static information frames. Framesare individually numbered(in Prestel style) and maybe accesseddirectly, or by menuselection, using anumeric-only keypad. The format of each frame ac-cords with one of a small number of pre-storedtemplates, and the content of each frame is gener-ated on demand bythe Viewbasesoftware from main-frame database records.
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CHAPTER 6
TRENDS IN PRESENTATION TECHNOLOGY

Wenow turn our attention to the trends in presenta-
tion technologyidentified during the researchfor this
report. We discuss the trends under three broad
headings:display devices, which are used to create
a transient image; devices that produce a permanent
record of the image, which might be on paper, film,
slides or microfilm; and business graphics software,
which is used to manipulate data and formatit ready
for display or output.

Manyof the trendsin display and printer technology
have been discussedin previous Foundation reports,
in particular in Report No. 23 ♥ Communicating Ter-
minals, which was published in May 1981. Werestrict
ourselves here to developments that have occurred
since that report waspublished, focusingin particular
on developments that are significant for business
graphics applications.

DISPLAY DEVICES
Cathode ray tube technology dominatesthefield of
graphics displays at the presenttime, and is likely to
continue to do soforat least the next five to ten years.
Flat panel displays, the only viable competition to
raster technology, will not make a significant impact
for several years.

Cathode ray tube devices
Twobasic methods can be used for creating an im-
age on a cathoderay tube: raster-moderefresh and
vector-moderefresh. Raster displays are used with
regular television receivers, and so the technology
is well-proven and can benefit from the cost reduc-
tions brought about by massproduction.With a raster
display, the electron beam followsa fixed pattern and
refreshes the wholeof the screen at regularintervals.
With a vectordisplay, the electron beam only passes
overthe area that needstobeillustrated. The result-
ing refresh pattern is therefore determined by the
characteristics of the particular image being gen-
erated.

For both typesofdisplay, information about the pic-
ture to be generated needs to be stored in a tem-
porary buffer, knownasthe display control memory
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or frame buffer. For a given resolution, raster devices
require much more display control memory than vec-
tor devices. To display a full range of 4,096 colours
simultaneously with a raster display having 512 x 512
displayable points requires around 3Mbits of display
control memory.
However, in most business graphics applications,
only a small number(say 16) of colours are advisable
in any onedisplay. (Advice about the use of colour
in business applications was given earlier, in Chap-
ter 2.) The trend in colour raster terminals is to allow
the colours to be selected via a look-up table from
a much wider colour palette. Colour look-up tables
allow the total range of colours available to be in-
creased greatly without a proportional increasein the
storage required.
Colour look-up tables also have another advantage.
By removing the one-to-onerelationship between bits
in the display control memoryanddisplayable points,
they enable colours to be changed instantaneously
and independently simply by changing the colour
specification in the appropriate cell of the look-up
table. Careful use of this technique can create the
impression of simple animation.

A variation of vector-mode cathode ray tube techno-
logyis the direct view storage tube (DVST), introduced
originally by Tektronix Inc. in the late 1960s. This
device removes the need for continually refreshing
the display by using the inside of the screen itself for
storage. Once an image has beendisplayed it re-
mains on the screen until it is replaced by a subse-
quent image. During the early 1970s, the introduc-
tion of DVST devices was responsible for reducing
the cost of computer graphics output devices by a
factor of about ten. Developments in DVST techno-
logy are still continuing, with the most significant
advancesoccuringin the areas of larger screen sizes
and improved circuit design.
In spite of these advances, raster-based display
devicesstill outnumber DVST systems by about four
to one. Even with the larger amount of memory
required for raster displays, they will continue to be
less expensive than other types of cathode ray
displays. Their cost advantageis likely to continue
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for as long as raster technology is used for mass pro-duced televisions. Today, a vector refresh colourdisplay can be 25 times as expensive as a rasterdisplay. The gapis likely to widen, rather than close.
Flat panel displays
The only recent practical applications offlat paneldisplays have used plasma display technology. Aplasmadisplay consists of two sheets of glass, witha layer of gas, such as xenon or argon, sandwichedbetween them.A grid of fine wires is inserted in thegas betweenthe glass plates. Sometimes the wiregrid is replaced by

a

series of electrodes that havebeen photo-deposited onto the glass sheets. Whena grid-intersection (or electrode) is charged, the gastrappedin the panelat thatpoint is ionised and glows,usually as a dull red or orange colour. Because thechargebuilds up onthe glassitself, the gas continuesto glow until the charge is removed. A plasma displaycan therefore behavein a similar mannerto a directview storage tube.
Sometimes the whole panel is transparent, permit-ting back-projected images to be merged with infor-mation generated by a computer system. This tech-nique was used in the devices made by Magnavox,and which were used with the Plato computer-aidedinstruction system.
Plasma panels producea very stable and sharp im-age, with a resolution of up to 1,024 x 1,024 display-able points. They can easily be usedto display large-character fonts, andit is possible to interact withthem by using a light pen. At present, there are nocommercially available plasma display products withgrey-scale or colour facilities, although several sup-pliers are experimenting with these features. Plasmadisplays are now used successfully in military applica-tions but, because of their present single-levelmonochrome-onlylimitation, they have not yet been

 Figure 6.1 Characteristics of four main display

 

 

technologies

Characteristic

|

Vector |Raster |DVST Plasma
Screen capacity

|

Fair Very good| Very good

|

Good
Display quality Fair Good Very good

|

Moderate
Speed Very good

|

Moderate

|

Poor Poor
Drawing type Realistic

|

Realistic

|

Line Line
Cost High Low/mod.

|

Moderate

|

Moderate
Colour Limited Full No No
Interaction Very high |High Low Low
Motion Dynamic |Dynamic |Static Static
Steadiness Fair Good Very good |Very good      
 

(Source: Proceedingsof the Online Computer Graphics'82 conference, Lon-
don, October 1982)
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used widely for business graphics applications. As thepresent experiments with grey-scale and colour lead
to commercial products, plasma displays (and otherflat panel displays) will provide an alternative business
graphics display technology.
Comparison of display technologies and futuredevelopments
The characteristics of the four main display tech-nologies (vector, raster, direct view storage tube and
plasma) are summarisedin Figure 6.1.

As the demandfor information systems continues toincrease, the cost to the userofall types of displaydeviceswill continueto fall, mainly because supplierswill be able to mass-producethe electronic compo-nents. But for the foreseeable future, raster tech-nology will continue to have an unassailable priceadvantage overother display technologies.
Colourdisplays will become the norm and, as thecosis of electronic memories and control circuits con-tinue to fall, the resolution of displays (in terms ofdisplayable points per screen) will improve. High-resolution colour displays will be widely used forbusiness graphics applications.In turn, this will leadto a need for greater processing powerin the displaydevice itself. Processing graphics information im-posesa large load on a centralised mainframe, andit makes senseto off-load as much as possible of thisto the display device.
Webelieve, however, that display deviceswill notevolve to becomeall-purpose multifunction devices.Instead, suppliers arelikely to provide multifunction-ality by making available special-purpose hardwaremodules that can be used to customise a display fora particular application. An exampleofthis approachcanbe seenin IBM's plansfor optional componentsthat can be addedto the basic 327X type ofdisplay.These components can be used to provide featuressuch as a professional-quality keyboard, interfacesfor special control devices, special function keys, avoice-recognition facility, and so on.
Many of these special features will becomeincreas-ingly important as a meansof improving the man-machineinterface, particularly as the use of displaydevices widensto include a greater numberofinfre-quent and inexperienced users.

PERMANENT-RECORD DEVICES
In many managementinformation applications, thetransient image presented on

a

display screenis notthe ☁action☂ document. Once the screen image hasbeen defined, it is often transferred to a more per-manent medium, such aspaper,film or slides. We
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now review briefly the trendsin printers and film out-
put technology.

Printers
In the short to medium-term, the most dramatic
developments will occur in dot-matrix printing
technology. This type of printer will increasingly be
used for applications where previously medium-speed
(300 to 600 lines per minute) line printers or daisy
wheel printers were the norm.

Dot-matrix printing technology can now match the
speed of theseline printers, and can match the quality
of daisy wheelprinters. In addition, they will be used
for low andhigh- resolution graphicsprinting. Further-
more, colour printing is increasingly available with
dot-matrix technology and, for some applications,dot-
matrix colour printers will be a viable alternative to
penplotters.

Where higher printing speedsare required,laser prin-
ting will be the dominant technology. Laser printing
is also most suitable where complex images have to
be formed. Theprice of laser printersis falling, and
will continue to do so as the market expands.In addi-
tion, continuing improvementsin laser technology will
reduce this price further.

Laser printing technology will continue to be used
whenthereis a requirementfor high-speed bulk prin-
ting. Somelaserprinters, such as the high-resolution
Xerox 9700,are so fast that they are now usedto pro-
duce on-demand copies of reports and forms, and
even books. The high cost of the equipmentat the
present time can, in these circumstances, be offset
by the savings made becauseit is no longer neces-
sary to print and store many copies in anticipation
of future demand.

At the other end of the scale, smaller and less power-
ful laser printers will play an increasingly important
role during the next few years in the office systems
marketplace. Several small laser printers had already
been announced by the end of 1983, including pro-
ducts from Canon, Ricoh, Fujitsu, Minolta, Hitachi and
Roneo-Alcatel.

Laserprinters such as the Xerox 6500 are also now
able to produce colour hard-copy output. Typically,
these printers can producea resolution of 100 dots
per inch, and can produce one copy in about 20
seconds at a cost of about four cents per copy. By
the end of the decade,colour laser printers will be
available with a better throughput rate and sharper
resolution than today☂s line printers.

For the sake of completeness, we should also men-
tion ink-jet printers. Ink-jet technology has been
employed for more than ten years but, except in cer-
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tain niche markets,it has not been widely used. There
are three variants of ink-jet technology: continuous,
drop-on-demand and impulse jet. Each of these has
been employed in commercial products, but drop-on-
demandink-jet technology is gradually becoming the
dominant variant. This type of technology could find
uses in areas currently served by conventional graph
plotters.

There is also a newly emerging printing technology
that could make

a

significant impactin the future. This
technology is knownas ion-deposition printing andit
was developed specifically for high-speed non-impact
printing. It uses an electrical charging processthat
is simpler and less costly than xerography. The
technology has been under developmentby the Den-
nison Corporation in the United States since the
mid-1970s, and commercial products are now manu-
factured by the Delfax Corporation in Canada.

lon-depositionprinting is a four-stage process.First,
a high-frequencyelectrical field creates a cloud of
free ions in a cavity. Asecondfield then accelerates
someof these ions through an aperture and onto a
dialectric surface. By controlling either the ion-gen-
eration field or the accelerating field the stream of
ions can be turned on and off as an image-trans-
ferring drum passes under it, thereby creating a
series of charged strokes on the drum☂s surface.
Finally, toneris picked up by the charged strokes and
deposited on plain paper. Figure 6.2 showsthe simple
nature of ion-deposition printing technology.

The most significant potential benefits of ion-deposi-
tion printing arise fromits inherently low-cost, reliable
technology. The mean time betweenfailures, or the
mean numberof copies beforefailure, should be sub-
stantially better than with laser xerography. (Some
estimates indicate that there should be a fourfold
increase in reliability.) The built-in design simplicity
should also substantially reduce the mean time to
repair a fault, once it has occurred. All of these

 
Figure 6.2 lon-deposition printing process
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factors should lead to a reductionin the total costperprinted sheet of about 50 per cent comparedwithlaser xerography.
Film output devices
Film output devices are used primarily where high-resolution and high quality colour hard-copyis re-quired. They are particularly useful for producingeither colour photographsof graphics displays for usein reports, or 35mm slides for use in presentations.In general, however,film output devices are costlyand cumbersometo use,and thereis a time delay
before usable output is produced.
Apart from the obvious method of photographing adisplay screen with a tripod-mounted camera, thereare three typesoffilm output device: terminal-drivendevices, stand-alone devices, and direct-drive filmrecorders.
Terminal-drivenfilm devices can be used to producephotographic records (in the form of microfiches,35mm slides or polaroid prints) of graphic imagesdisplayed on a screen. The output quality is betterthan that obtained by manually photographing thescreen, because the colours are optimally mixed forthe type offilm being used, and ambientlight doesnot affect the result. (Plate 15 illustrates the qualityof the output that can be produced.) Nevertheless,the resolutionof the final record is determined by theresolution of the display screen. Examples of terminal-drivenfilm devices in commonuseinclude those fromDunn Camera (models 631 and 632), and the Matrix
3000 and 4007 devices.
Stand-alonefilm output devicestypically comprise acamera system,tape drive and high-resolution videomonitor. The whole system is usually controlled bya built-in minicomputer. Inputs to the system may be

 

Figure 6.3 Advantages and disadvantages ofdifferentpermanent-record technologies
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from magnetic tape,or direct from the minicomputer,
or through an online link to other computers. The
minicomputer decodes the input instructions, con-
structs the image on the display, and then controls
the camera andfilm movement operations. Some pro-
ducts can generate high-quality typographic fonts,
which can be merged with graphics images. Usually,
a full range of colours is available with this type of
device.

A wide range of output formats can be generated
from these devices,including 16mm and 35mmfilm,
105mm microfilm and microfiches. Some devices can
producepositive film of fully composed pages, which
can then be used to makeprinting plates.
The best-known manufacturers of stand-alone film
devices are Dicomed, Information International Incor-
porated and Celco. Their products producevery high-
quality graphic arts output, but they are very expen-
sive to purchase and operate. Many organisations
find it more economical to use a specialised bureauservice that operates this type of equipment.
Direct-drive film recorders (or slide compositionsystems) are connected to computers in the samewayasother output devices. Compared with terminal-driven devices,their major advantageis that they canreduce considerably the host-computer resourcesrequired to produce a permanentrecord of a graphicsimage. These devices typically have

a

built-in high-resolution raster display, with a resolution which isusually about four times that of a display terminal.Suppliers such as Dicomed, Genigraphics and Matrixhaveall recently developed products that are verycompetitively priced.
With their advantagesof high resolution, low cost andavailability to manyusers, direct-drive film recordersare certain to be used widely, and may well becomethe dominanttype of film output technology.
Comparison of permanent-record devices
Figure 6.3 summarises the advantages and disadvan-tages of different technologies that can be used forProducing a permanent record of computer-gener-ated management information. Irrespective of thetechnology used, our research has shownthat thedevelopment and use of colour facilities will be asignificant element in the effective presentation ofinformation to managers.

BUSINESS GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
This report has shown that computer business graph-ics is set to become a major growth area in manyorganisations. Earlier in this chapter we reviewed thetrends in hardware technology, focusing on their
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significance for business graphics. Developmentsin
business graphics software are equally important,
and they arelikely to be concentrated in four areas:
ease of use, greater device intelligence, integration
with existing databases, and adherenceto graphics
software standards.
Ease of use
The trendis for all types of software, and particularly
graphics software, to be used increasingly by busi-
ness users, rather than by data processing special-
ists. To be really useful to the user community, the
software has to be easy to use. Graphics software
packageswill therefore be provided with a natural-
language dialogue as a matter of course. Another
likely developmentis that business graphics software
will be provided with voice input and response, as has
happened with some computer-aided design and
manufacturing applications.

Increased deviceintelligence
The present trend is for hardware suppliers to pro-
vide graphics devices with moreintelligence. This
development provides both opportunities and pro-
blems for graphics software suppliers. By transferring
unformatted data, together with instructions for dis-
playingit, the graphics software can reduce the pro-
cessing load on the host computer and improveres-
ponsetimes. The problems stem from the increased
software developmentload necessary to achievethis.
In particular, separate device drivers have to be
developed for each type of graphics terminal.

A trend in graphics softwareis for the device-handling
software to be packaged separately so thatit can act
as an interface between the host software and the
device itself. The advantageof this approachis that
graphics software will become more portable, and will
be able to support a wider range of graphics devices.

Integration with existing databases
As the use of computer business graphics spreads
throughout an organisation, the graphics software will
increasingly need to interface with conventional
database management software. One development
would be to makethelink betweengraphicssoftware
and databases much more dynamic:for instance, to
changethe shapeof a graph which has already been
displayed, in responseto interactive changes made
to the variables in a financial model.

Business graphics software standards
The business graphics software industry is still rela-
tively young,and different development groups have
adopted different design philosophies and standards.
Inthe medium-term, this uncoordinated approachwill
give way to a need to adhere to commonly agreed
standards.
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Muchattention has recently been focused onefforts
to define a computergraphics software standard that
is acceptable to most users. At present there are four
contenders, known respectively as Gino-F, Plot-10,
CGS and GKS.
Gino-F is a set of Fortran routines designed to assist
the user in graphics input and output. Gino-F
originated in the mathematics laboratories of Cam-
bridge University, England. It is by no means a com-
plete standard but, becauseofits historicallinks with
the graphics community,it is being considered by the
International Standards Organisation as the basis of
a standard.
Plot-10 is the de-facto contenderin the graphics stan-
dards debate. It was developed by Tektronix, the com-
pany that has perhaps done more than any otherto
popularise the use of graphics (and whichis now the
acknowledged leader in the graphics hardware
market). Tektronix compatibility is as much desired
in the graphics marketplace as Centronics com-
patibility is in the printing marketplace.
CGS (Core Graphics Standard) was formulated in the
United States by the Association for Computing
Machinery☂s Siggraph Graphics Standard Planning
Committee. It is the favoured standard in the
American marketplace, where it has been imple-
mented in several commercial products. Because of
that country☂s present dominance of the graphics
industry, CGSis likely to remain in popular useirres-
pective of anyofficial pronouncementsby standards
organisations.
GKS(Graphics Kernel System) is the graphics stan-
dard most favoured in Europe, and at presentis the
one mostlikely to be adopted by the International
Standards Organisation. It has reached the stage of
becoming an !SO DIS(International Standards Organ-
isation Draft International Standard), andis likely to
be ratified fully some time in 1985 or 1986. GKSis
a graphics software standard and, as such, it will have
no direct influence on the standardisation of graphics
devices.It is interesting to note, however, that a work-
ing group of the American National Standards Insti-
tute (ANSI) is currently formulating a standard for
computer graphics devices that will conform to the
GKSstandard.
Many graphics hardware and software suppliers are
already taking the GKS proposals:.into accountin their
developmentplans, and this trend will persist. But,
in the United States, the CGS standard will be the
dominantinfluence on graphics software develop-
mentsfor several years to come.In the longer term,
it is possible that a joint ISO and ANSI graphics stan-
dard could emerge. Such a standard would incor-
porate the strengths on the GKS and CGSproposals,
but is not likely to emerge and. be of practical
significance before the endof the 1980s.

4



 

CONCLUSION

Our investigations for this report have clearly shown
that decision makers in large organisations require
a better form of information systems support than has
beenprovidedbytraditional data processing applica-
tions. In particular, senior corporate staff are not pre-
pared to invest large amounts of time and effort in
learning how to use systemsthat provide them with
a mass of data which is not relevant to their im-
mediate needs. Systems for presenting information
to managers musttherefore be easy to use, and theymust provide relevant data in a form that can be
readily assimilated.
To achieve thesegoals,it helps if system designershave a basic understanding of the human cognitiveprocess. The three key elementsof this process area shared context, the structure of the human memorysystem, and the efficiency of translating data intoinformation. Each needs to be taken into accountwhen a managementinformation system is beingdesigned.
Careful attention should be paid to the topics ofresponse times and screen formats and dialogues.Our research has shownthat slow response timesneed not, in themselves, reduce the efficiency of
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Managementinformation systems. Butit is importantto ensure that responsetimesfor the same, or similar,operations do not vary widely.
A theme throughout the report has beenthat businessgraphics is becoming anincreasingly important ele-ment in presenting management information, sincepeople can absorb large amountsof information whenit is presented graphically. Webelieve that computerbusinessgraphics has an importantrole to play in pro-viding effective support to corporate decision makers.
Onthe other hand, we are more cautious about theuseof colourin presenting managementinformation.At the present time, there is a tendencyto use col-our simply becauseit is available. Yet excessive orunwarranted use of colour can actually be counter-productive. Futhermore,little research has yet beencarried out into the optimum use ofcolourin visualdisplays.
Recent technological developments in displays,printers, film-output devices, graphics software andSo forth have created very powerful media for presen-ting information to managers.This report hasidenti-fied the opportunities created by the technology.
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